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Summary

NANOSTRUCTURED SURFACES FOR

SPECTRO-POLARIMETRIC AND SERS SENSING

APPLICATIONS

The research developed during the PhD focused on nano-engineered surfaces used

for the manipulation of electromagnetic fields, with a particular emphasis on the de-

sign and analysis of a spectro-polarimetric imaging system and the design of dielec-

tric nano-engineered surfaces for Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)

in dry and immersion applications.

Design and analysis of a spectro-polarimetric imaging sys-
tem.

In earth observation applications, both polarization and spectral information are

of great importance. For example, determining the properties of aerosols, e.g.

their size, shape, and refractive index, can be identified remotely using polariza-

tion and spectral information. Furthermore, since the measurement systems are

typically mounted onto a satellite, low mass and compact systems are required. A

7um thick spectro-polarimeter detector has been designed and its polarization and

spectrally dependent transmission has been validated experimentally under plane

wave illumination. This detector consists of two dielectric mirrors forming a cavity,

which acts as a spectral filter. This cavity has an asymmetric inclusion, which al-

ix



x SUMMARY

lows for tuning the passband and imposes polarization dependent transmission. An

analysis of the expected performance for a system with a great number of spectral

bands has been performed. This has showed that the performance deteriorates

only asymptotically with the number of bands, therefore allowing the realization

of wide band systems. Additionally, a theoretical study of such systems under a

focused illumination (imaging system) has been performed.

Design of dielectric nano-engineered surfaces for SERS dry
and immersion applications

A promising method for label free molecule identification is Surface Enhanced

Raman Spectroscopy(SERS). In this technique, a vibrational mode is excited in

the sample using a laser. The light stored in these vibrational modes is emitted

at a wavelength different than the one of the excitation beam and characteristic

of the molecule under analysis, therefore allowing its identification. In order to

maximize the emitted light, an optimized substrate is used. These substrates are

typically based on plasmonic structures and suffer from high losses. In this thesis,

the design of a substrate based on dielectric nanostructures (dimers constituted

by couples of properly designed nanopillars) has been developed. This substrate

can be tuned for different laser wavelengths and emission wavelengths, due to 2

separately tunable enhancement peaks: a narrow peak (FWHM =3 nm), which

arises from a surface lattice resonance (SLR) due to the periodic structure of this

substrate, and a broad peak (FWHM=90 nm), resulting from the resonance of

the 2 cylinders inside the unit cell, centered around the sample emission spectrum.

This substrate can achieve an enhancement factor up to 1e5 for dried samples,

comparable to plasmonic designs, but without ohmic losses and the consequent

the disadvantage of heating up the structure and the specimen under analysis.This

design was modified to work also while submerged in water. Because of the reduced

dielectric contrast between the dimers and the surrounding the water, a much lower

enhancement factor of 1e3 is obtained. Nevertheless, since the particles under

analysis are free to move in the liquid and experience an optical force due to the

electromagnetic field distribution on the nano-engineered surface illuminated by

the laser. This optical force traps the particles in the intensity hot spots that also

provide the highest field enhancement in the Raman scattering process. After a

trapping period of 10ms an enhancement factor of up to 1e5 can be achieved,

matching the performance of the dried sample structure.
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Development of Multilayer Discrete Dipole Solver

DDA (Discrete Dipole Approximation) is a method where an object is divided in a

set of polarizable particles. By solving their polarization and taking into account

the coupling between the dipoles using their Green’s function and the incident

electric field, the total scatting of the object can be obtained. The advantage

of this method is that only the object has to be discretized. Several codes for a

uniform background medium and for the scattering in presence of a dielectric half

space exist, however a true multilayer code is missing. As can be seen from the

previous topics an efficient solver for structure with many stratified layers would be

useful since all of them consist of several layer with only one layer containing the

scattering nano-particles. This tool would also be suitable for other applications

such as: evaluating the optical properties of nano doped materials. In this thesis,

a DDA code for multilayered structures has been developed. A particular emphasis

has been placed on an effective and fast computation of the multilayer Green’s

function near the singularity.



xii



CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 Historical background

Since ancient times people have been been fascinated by optical phenomena.

Around 300 BC Euclid wrote his book on optics [1], describing geometrical op-

tics for the first time. The Romans were very skillful glass workers being able to

make glass in different colors and possessing several glass working techniques [2],

[3]. Their perhaps most magnificent work is the Lycurgus Cup. This cup, shown

in Fig. 1.1, is made of glass doped with gold and silver nanoparticles [4], resulting

in an extraordinary dichroic effect. The cup appears green when light is reflected

of it and red when light is transmitted through it. Although it is likely that the

dichroic glass was made by accident due to the low concentration of nanoparticles

present in the glass, modern engineered nano-patterned surfaces exist that have

similar properties [5].

Later on, Vikings are hypothesised to have used polarization for navigation [6].

When the sun was shining they used a sundial, but when it was cloudy a sundial

couldn’t be used. Instead a sunstone was used. This stone was likely a birefringent

crystal. By rotating the crystal, the polarization of the light could be determined

and subsequently used to find the position of the sun. Evidence supporting this

theory was found in the form of a calcite crystal found in a wreck of a sixteenth-

century ship. This crystal, although degraded by four centuries of seawater, has

been shown to have had the right shape and properties to be used for navigation [7].

1



2 1 INTRODUCTION

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Lycurgus Cup: (a) The cup appears green in reflection.
(b) The cup appears red in transmission. ©The Trustees of the British
Museum.

This same concept of using polarization for navigation was later used in the 1950s

in the Pfund Sky compass [8]. In this device, instead of a birefringent crystal, a

Polaroid polarizer was used.

As can be understood from the preceding examples, extraordinary optical effects

and advanced applications have been around for a long time. However, only since

last century, manufacturing and design technique have advanced enough to reliably

achieve the desired effects using engineered materials. Two techniques in particular

are important for this, thin-film deposition and photolithography.

The first technique allows for the stacking of many thin layer of different materials.

Inside these multilayers, optical interference occurs due to the multiple reflections,

allowing for spectral control of reflected and transmitted light. These multilayered

structures are often used for spectral filters and in optical coatings of lenses.

The second technique, photolithography, was originally developed for the produc-

tion of semi-conductor chips allowing for transistor sizes to shrink dramatically over

the years. Recently, this technique has developed far enough such that structures

of several nanometers in size to be manufactured. By engineering the exact dimen-
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sions of structures at this scale, many optical properties can be induced that are

different from the properties of the bulk material. Such structures are called meta-

materials. By being able to engineer the optical properties of materials, devices

can be designed that have properties that rarely occur in nature or that combine

the properties of several materials. This allows for the implementation of novel

optical concepts for many different applications.

1.2 Outset of this thesis

This thesis aims to investigate the use of nano-structured surfaces for application

in spectro-polarimetric systems and in Raman spectroscopy setups. Furthermore,

it is also studied how to efficiently compute the behaviour of these structures.

1.2.1 Nanostructed surface for spectro-polarimetry

Spectro-polarimetry is a technique where both wavelength and polarization state

are measured. Currently, the main application of this technique concerns Earth

observation [9], where the properties of aerosols, e.g. their size, shape, and re-

fractive index, can be determined remotely using the measured polarization state

and spectrum. In the design of satellites there are stringent requirements on the

mass and volume of the components. Therefore, any solution that allows for

compact instruments is highly desirable. Currently, spectro-polarimetric systems

consist of multiple thick optical elements [10, 11], which results in relatively large

and heavy instruments. Since nano-structured surfaces can be designed for many

different optical applications [12, 13, 14] and are very small and light, it poses

the question: Can a spectro-polarimetric sensor be made based on nano-

structured surfaces? Other than requirements on size and weight, there are of

course also constraints on performance. Both spectral resolution and accuracy of

the measured polarization state are of importance, but also spatial and/or angular

resolution is important. Therefore, the effect of the sensor on system performance

has to be evaluated, leading to the question: How does the nanostrutured

spectro-polarimetric sensor affect the system performance?
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1.2.2 Nanostructed surfaces for Raman spectrometry

Raman spectrometry is a technique that utilizes Raman scattering. Raman scat-

tering describes the process where incident radiation is inelastically scattered and

provides the vibrational spectrum of the analyte. This however, this is a very weak

phenomenon with only 1 in 106 − 1010 photons exciting vibrational modes [15].

By using Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), the scattered power is

boosted by increasing the electric field intensity at the location of the analyte [16].

High field strengths are know to occur for surface plasmons near metals, therefore

plasmonic structures are often used [17]. A drawback of using metals is their high

absorption, which results in a weakened measured signal. Dielectrics typically have

much lower losses, however they also scatter less and thus produce less strong fields.

This poses the question: Can dielectric or hybrid structures equal the perfor-

mance of plasmonic structures? Furthermore, a Raman spectroscopy setup can

be implemented in two ways, a dry setup where the analyte is fixed to the substrate

or a wet setup where the analyte is free to move around. By immersing the setup

in for example water, the contrast in refractive index is reduced and thus lower Q

resonances and thus lower field strengths are expected compared to a dry setup.

However, optical forces may concentrate the analyte in the high-field regions, re-

sulting in a boost of the scattered signal. This poses the question: Does an wet

setup provide a stronger signal compared to dried setups due to possible

optical trapping effects?

1.2.3 Multilayer discrete dipole approximation

The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) is a computational method for com-

puting the scattering by arbitrarily shaped dielectric objects. In this method the

scatterer is discretized into a set of (artificial) polarizable dipoles. By finding the

polarization of these dipoles under the influence of an exiting field, while also tak-

ing into account the coupling between the dipoles, the scattered field outside of

the scatterer can be computed. This method was first introduced by Purcell and

Pennypacker in 1973 [18], where it was used to determine the extinction, scat-

tering and absorption cross sections of interstellar dust particles. Since only the

scatterers a discretized in this method, it can provide an effective way to model

the different nano-structured devices. However, currently no DDA tool exists that

can model scatterers in a stratified background medium, which is required for the
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presented structures. This thus poses the question: How can the DDA method

be extended to incorporate stratified background media?.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

This thesis is organized in seven chapters and four appendices, which together

address the three main topics introduced above.

In Chapter 2, the design of a planar spectro-polarimeter based on Fabry-Pérot cav-

ities with embedded polarization-sensitive high-index nanostructures is presented

and experimentally validated for plane-wave illumination. An estimation of the

performance of a system with many spectral bands is also given. In Chapter 3, the

analysis of the spectro-polarimeter discussed in Chapter 2 is extended with the in-

clusion of focused illumination, such that the performance in an imaging system can

be evaluated. Chapter 4 presents a dielectric dimer substrate for surface-enhanced

Raman spectroscopy and a rigorous method to compute its enhancement factor.

In Chapter 5, the effect of optical trapping on the enhancement factor on this type

of surface is discussed. The extension of the discrete dipole approximation method

for stratified background media is discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions and

future recommendations are given in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER TWO

Nanostructure-modulated
planar high spectral

resolution
spectro-polarimeter1

Abstract / A planar spectro-polarimeter based on Fabry-Pérot cavities with embed-
ded polarization-sensitive high-index nanostructures is presented. A 7 µm-thick spectro-
polarimetric system for 3 spectral bands and 2 linear polarization states is experimentally
demonstrated. Furthermore, an optimal design is theoretically proposed, estimating that
a system with a bandwidth of 127 nm and a spectral resolution of 1 nm is able to re-
construct the first three Stokes parameters with a signal-to-noise ratio of -13.14 dB with
respect to the the shot noise limited SNR. The pixelated spectro-polarimetric system can
be directly integrated on a sensor, thus enabling applicability in a variety of miniaturized
optical devices, including but not limited to satellites for Earth observation.

2.1 Introduction

Multifunctional imaging has emerged as a new generation of digital imaging. Tech-

niques such as polarimetry and hyperspectral imaging provide substantially more

information on the imaged scene or the object of interest than the conventional

color imaging [9, 19, 20]. Information on the polarization state of the collected

light enables a better understanding of surface topography and scattering, thus is

1Parts of this chapter were published in J3

7



8 2 SPECTRO-POLARIMETER

widely used for target detection in defense and biomedical applications [9], while

a high-resolution spectral information provides details on the material composition

for the assessment of food quality, artwork authentication and many other appli-

cations [19]. All these techniques fall under the term of spectro-polarimetry [20].

One of the main applications of spectro-polarimetry is Earth observation [9], where

the properties of aerosols, e.g. their size, shape, and refractive index, can be

identified remotely using polarization and spectral information. In general, astro-

nomical instruments on board of satellites have stringent constraints in terms of

mass and volume. Therefore, any innovative solution that enables compact in-

struments is highly desirable, especially with the increased number of nano- and

cube-satellites in recent years [21]. Accordingly, there is an increasing demand

for optical components to be miniaturized. However, despite many efforts, current

spectro-polarimetric systems in space still consist of multiple thick optical elements

and result in cumbersome payloads [10, 11].

The size limitation of the conventional optical components motivated the search

for alternative implementations, where the concept of metasurfaces has emerged

as one of the most promising technologies. A metasurface is a two-dimensional

nanostructure array, which enables control of amplitude, phase, and polarization of

the incident light [22]. It has been successfully used in the realizations of polarime-

ters [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], spectral filters and spectrometers [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33],

and even spectro-polarimeters [34, 35, 36, 37]. However, there are still several

obstacles to overcome and challenges to be addressed. First, the majority of multi-

functional nanostructure-based devices consist of a few transversely-variant layers

on top of each other. This poses quite a challenge in terms of alignment, as even

small misalignment causes errors in the detected information [36]. Furthermore,

for the maximum gain in the spectral information, it is important to obtain a high

spectral resolution, but up to now, the spectral resolution of spectro-polarimetric

systems has been limited to the bands of RGB filters [36], or required a connec-

tion to an external spectrometer [34]. Last but not least, imaging systems, ideally,

should be integrated on a compact sensor, thus aspects such as compatibility,

thickness and height uniformity of the pixels are of high importance and have to

be addressed.

In this work, we introduce a planar spectro-polarimeter concept, which is based

on a set of polarization-sensitive silicon (Si) nanostructures embedded in a Fabry-
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Pérot (FP) cavity and which could be directly integrated on a sensor [38]. Such

a system enables the reconstruction of the first three Stokes parameters (S0, S1,

S2) with a high spectral resolution. In this paper, we present its systematic design,

experimental demonstration, and its comparison to an ideal case. Furthermore, we

discuss the polarization reconstruction algorithm, its limitations, and optimization

towards multi-band spectro-polarimetric designs.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Concept

A FP cavity consists of two mirrors separated by an optical length L, as shown

in Fig. 2.1(a). For simplicity, we assume that both mirrors are planar, their re-

flectivities are equal Rm = R1 = R2, and the losses generated by scattering

and absorption are negligible. The FP cavity provides a Lorentzian-shape peak in

transmission, centered at the wavelengths λc, for which the following condition

holds [39]:

λc =
2L
q

, (2.1)

where q is an integer number, representing the order of the resonant mode. Ideally,

the transmission exhibits a periodic sequence of peaks, but may also be limited

to one by the reflectivity band of the mirrors, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b). The

central wavelengths of the peaks λc can be tailored by the optical distance between

the mirrors L = L0 · neff, which rely on the geometrical path length between the

mirrors L0 and the effective refractive index of the cavity medium neff.

The most common approach to tailor the transmission is to change the physical

length of the cavity L0 [40]. However, it has been recently demonstrated that

inclusions, such as arrays of high-index nanostructures, might be used to modulate

the effective index neff [29]. The inclusion of high-index nanostructures adds a

phase shift to the cavity and a subsequent red-shift of the resonant peak, see

Fig. 2.1(b). Furthermore, if the diameter along one axis Dx of the nanostructures is

chosen differently from the diameter along the other Dy, the cavity will produce two

different transmission peaks for two different linear polarizations: one corresponding

to the case where the electric-field of the incident light aligns with the width of the

nanostructure (x-polarized), the other - when the field aligns with the length of the
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Figure 2.1: Concept of FP cavity modulated by high-index nanostruc-
tures. (a) Illustration of FP cavity constituted of mirrors with reflectivity
Rm = R1 = R2 spaced by medium with optical length L = L0 · neff. Cav-
ity is modulated by inclusion - high-index nanostructure. (b) Regimes of
FP cavity depending on the shape of the nanostructure: I) empty cavity
(without inclusion) producing a single peak at in the spectral range of in-
terest; II) cavity modulated by polarization-insensitive nanostructure, sin-
gle peak remains but is red-shifted; III) cavity modulated by polarization-
sensitive nanostructure, two different peaks at λx and λy (λx < λy) for
two linear polarization states, x and y, respectively; IV) cavity modu-
lated by grating, two different peaks at λx and λy (but λx � λy) for
two linear polarization states, x and y, respectively. Transmittance of x-
polarized light is depicted by red solid line, transmittance of y-polarized
– red dashed line, reflectivity band of the mirrors – grey line.

nanostructure (y-polarized) [38], as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The spectral distance

between the peaks can be controlled by altering the aspect ratio (Dx/Dy) of the

nanostructures, while the largest spectral separation of the peaks can be achieved

with a linear grating, since it has an infinite aspect ratio, see Appendix A. In any

case, it is important that the optical size of the nanostructures is significantly

smaller than the wavelength of operation (nDx,y < λ). In fact in this case, the

nanostructures are non-resonant and the modulation of the cavity is based only on

the change of the effective index [41].

Using different-size polarization-sensitive nanostructures, resonance peaks for dif-

ferent wavelength and polarization combinations can be obtained. By measuring

a set of 6 pixel intensities (I1, · · · , I6), illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a,b), we can retrieve
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both spectral and polarization information in the form of discrete intensities of two

linear polarization states (Ix and Iy) at three wavelengths {λ1, λ2, λ3} [38]. For

simplicity, it is assumed that the pixels have a transmission T = αn
m at their peaks,

where n is the number corresponding to the detector pixel and m indicates the

polarization state and T = 0 elsewhere. By using this assumption, the following

system of equations is formed:
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

 =



0 0 α1
x α1

y 0 0
0 α2

x 0 0 0 α2
y

α3
x 0 0 0 α3

y 0
α4

x 0 0 0 0 α4
y

0 0 α5
x 0 α5

y 0
0 α6

x 0 α6
y 0 0





Iλ1
x

Iλ2
x

Iλ3
x

Iλ1
y

Iλ2
y

Iλ3
y


. (2.2)

Since each of the measured values (intensities) is a combination of two unknowns

each transmitted with an equal value (α), this system of equations is not full rank.

Therefore, it cannot be inverted, making the spectro-polarimetric reconstruction

impossible. However, it can be made invertable by removing at least one of the

transmission peaks from the system of equations, e.g. by setting α6
x = 0. The

resulting matrix will be full rank and, subsequently, can be inverted making the

spectro-polarimetric reconstruction possible. This results in the set of spectro-

polarimetric pixels shown in Fig. 2.2(a) with their spectral functions illustrated in

Fig. 2.2(b).

Furthermore, by including a second set of 6 pixels with the nanostructures rotated

by an angle of 45◦, the intensity of light polarized along angles of 45◦ and 135◦

can also be measured. This allows the retrieval of the first three Stokes parameters

for different wavelengths:

S0 = Ix + Iy = I45◦ + I135◦ , (2.3)

S1 = Ix − Iy, (2.4)

S2 = I45◦ − I135◦ . (2.5)

The system is not able to retrieve all Stokes parameters [42], as it is unable to

distinguish circularly polarized light from unpolarized light (the fourth Stokes pa-

rameter (S3) can not be retrieved), and the presence of circularly polarized light

may disrupt the estimation of the first Stokes parameter. However, for some appli-

cations this is not critical, e.g. in Earth observation, where the amount of circularly

polarized light is negligible.
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2.2.2 Design

As the spectro-polarimeter is based on nanostructure-modulated FP cavities, its

design starts from the mirrors. An important aspect of the FP cavity is its spectral

full width at half maximum (FWHM), which relates to the spectral resolution of

the system, see Section 2.4. Following the assumption that both mirrors have the

same reflectivity Rm, the FWHM is given by the following equation [43]:

FWHM =
λ(1− Rm)

qπ
√

Rm
, (2.6)

thus the higher the reflectivity of the mirrors, the higher the spectral resolution.

Because of that, distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) are used. If the DBR layers

are made of lossless materials, there is no strict limitation to the number of layers

and, subsequently, the FWHM [44]. However, we limited ourselves to DBRs of

7 pairs of alternating SiO2 (n = 1.45) and TiO2 (n = 2.285 [45]) layers, with

reflection band centered at λ = 1500 nm. This configuration resulted in reflectance

Rm ≈ 99.5% and FWHM ≈ 1 nm (cavity quality factor Q > 1000). The mirrors

were separated by an optical length L equal to the central wavelength λ = 1500 nm.

The physical length of the cavity was set to L0 = 985 nm.

The arrays of polarization-sensitive Si nanostructures were made from amorphous

hydrogenated Si (a-Si:H), due to its high refractive index and no intrinsic losses

(n = 3.7 and k = 0 at λ = 1500 nm). The nanostructures were defined as

extruded ellipses with a certain diameter in x-axis (Dx), a diameter in y-axis (Dy),

and a height H. The nanostructures were distributed in a square lattice with a

period P = 500 nm. The height of the nanostructures was set to H = 300 nm.

The diameters of the elliptical nanostructures, Dx and Dy, were optimized in

the range 140-360 nm to obtain three spectral bands centered at the following

wavelengths: λ1 = 1480 nm, λ2 = 1500 nm, and λ3 = 1520 nm. The optimized

nanostructures were placed in the middle of the cavity in order not to alter the

performance of the mirrors. SiO2 (n = 1.45) was selected as a low-index material

of the cavity medium. Moreover, to remove a transmission peak in the matrix, as

mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1 and shown in Fig. 2.2(b), one of the pixels with elliptical

Si nanostructures was replaced by a subdiffractive Si grating. The grating was

defined with an infinite aspect ratio, meaning a certain width Dx, but Dy = ∞.

Regardless of the shape of the nanostructures inside the cavity, their optical size

has restriction to be relatively smaller than λ = 1500 nm for the nanostructures
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to be non-resonant and provide transmission close to unity.

The design spectral range and the FWHM of the peaks was based on the extended

requirements of the spectropolarimeter for planetary exploration (SPEX) [46].

The design was obtained using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method

(Lumerical, Inc.).

2.2.3 Fabrication

The sample fabrication was carried out in several steps: the deposition of the

bottom mirror, the structuring of the cavity, and the deposition of the top mirror.

First, the bottom mirror was based on alternating SiO2 and TiO2 layers. The

layers were deposited on top of a glass substrate by plasma-ion-assisted deposition

(PIAD), described in a previous publication [44]. In total, seven pairs of SiO2/TiO2

layes were deposited for high reflectivity (Rm ≈ 98%) at λ = 1500 nm, see

Appendix A. The thicknesses of the layers were initially calculated as quarter-

wavelength layers, but later tuned to t1L = 320 nm and t1H = 120 nm for SiO2

and TiO2, respectively, to reduce the thickness of TiO2 layers to attempt to avoid

its polycrystalline growth, thus retaining smooth surfaces with low scattering and

absorbance [47].

The nanostructures were made from a 300 nm layer of a-Si:H, deposited by a

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) using SiH4 gas as a source

(Oxford Plasmalab 100 Dual Frequency, Oxford Instruments). Afterwards, a 30 nm

chromium (Cr) layer was deposited by ion beam deposition (Oxford Ionfab 300,

Oxford Instruments) and a 100 nm layer of electron beam resist (EN038, Tokyo

Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd.) was spin-coated on top. Such sample was exposed by a

variable-shaped electron-beam lithography system (Vistec SB 350, Vistec Electron

Beam GmbH). First, the resist was developed and the mask was transferred in the

Cr layer by ion beam etching (Oxford Ionfab 300, Oxford Instruments). Then, the

Cr mask was transferred in the Si layer by inductively coupled plasma reactive ion

etching (SI-500 C, Sentech Instruments GmbH) with CF4 as reactive gas. Finally,

the remaining resist and Cr mask was supposed to be removed by acetone and Cr

etchant, but during the etching some of Cr mixed with other materials and was not

fully removed. Cr has a high absorption (n = 3.675 and k = 4.072 at 1500 nm

[48]). Any amount of it in the cavity is undesirable. As determined by simulations of

Cr inclusions,a volume of 0.3% of the total cavity volume decreases the amplitude
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of the resonant peak by 55%, while higher concentration completely destroys the

resonance, see Appendix A. In comparison, Si nanostructures constitute ∼ 6% of

the total cavity volume.

The nanostructured Si was embedded in a SiO2 layer by atomic layer deposition

(ALD) at a low growth rate of 1.19 Å/cycle ensuring an air-gap-free cavity (Silayo

ICP 330, Sentech Instruments GmbH). The Si nanostructures induce waviness in

the upper layers, thus the deposited embedding layer was planarized by ion-beam

etching (Oxford Ionfab 300, Oxford Instruments). The waviness was reduced to

Aw ≈ 15 nm, which is significantly less than the operational wavelength and is

not expected to deter the performance of the FP cavity, see Appendix A. During

the process, the physical length of the cavity was reduced to 910 nm, less than the

original design value of 950 nm.

Before the deposition of the top mirror, the surface of the SiO2 cladding was pre-

treated with Ar-ion plasma to create chemically active sites for better cross-link

[49]. Similarly to the bottom, the top mirror was optimized for high reflectivity

at λ = 1500 nm. However, due to different exposure conditions, the thicknesses

changed. In particular, the top DBR was constituted of 7 pairs of SiO2 and TiO2

layers with thicknesses of t2L = 250 nm and t2H = 170 nm, respectively, and the

last layer of SiO2 set to 100 nm. Because of the different thicknesses, the reflection

band of the top mirror shifted, but high reflectivity (Rm ≈ 98%, comparable to the

initial design) in the spectral range of interest was maintained, see Appendix A.

2.3 Results

A focused ion beam (FIB) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) were used to

obtain vertical and horizontal cross-sections of the fabricated spectro-polarimeter,

see Fig. 2.3(a,b). The total thickness of the optical device is 7 µm.

Moreover, the horizontal cross-sections of all pixels (P1, · · · ,P6) were imaged to

evaluate the sizes of the nanostructures, see Fig. 2.4(a). All of the nanostructures

had a height of H = 300 nm, but varied in both diameters, Dx and Dy. The

measured transverse dimensions of the nanostructures are provided in Tab. 2.1.

As can be seen from the standard deviation (σ) of the measured diameters, the

proximity effect during electron beam exposure leads to some errors. However, it

should be noted that as long as the error is homogeneously distributed in the whole
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Table 2.1: Measured transverse dimensions (Dx,y ±σ) of Si nanostruc-
tures in the set of 6 pixels and measured central wavelengths of their
transmission peaks for x and y polarizations.

Dx, nm Dy, nm λx, nm λy, nm
Pixel 1 335± 8 145± 6 1463 1431
Pixel 2 202± 5 282± 5 1445 1462
Pixel 3 162± 4 247± 4 1430 1446
Pixel 4 145± 6 335± 8 1431 1463
Pixel 5 282± 5 202± 5 1462 1445
Pixel 6 - 134± 5 - 1432

measured area of 20× 20 µm2, it contributes mainly to the effective length of the

cavity and not the amplitude or width of the transmission peaks.

The spectral measurements of the fabricated sample were carried out using a broad-

band halogen light source (SLS301, Thorlabs, Inc.). Its light was delivered to the

sample via an optical system emulating the conditions of a plane-wave illumination.

A linear polarizer was mounted on a rotational stage (PR50CC, Newport Corp.)

in front of the sample to control the polarization state of the incident light. The

sample was positioned and the position angle was calibrated using a 5-axis posi-

tioning system (Aerotech, Inc.). The transmitted light was collected via 20 µm

aperture and a lens system to an optical spectrum analyzer with subnanometer

spectral resolution (AQ6370B, Yokogawa). The measured transmittance of the six

individual pixels, constituting elements of the super-pixel configuration, as shown

in Fig. 2.4(a), is presented and compared to simulation in Fig. 2.4(b,c).

The measured peaks have a very good agreement with the simulation results re-

garding their central wavelengths. Accounting for the reduction of the cavity length

compared to the initial design, the anticipated spectral positions of the peaks blue-

shifted: λ1 = 1430 nm, λ2 = 1446 nm, λ3 = 1462 nm. The central wavelengths

of the measured peaks are given in Tab. 2.1, the standard deviation is less than

1 nm. Moreover, the measured peaks reach a transmission of 46%, in the simu-

lation the peak transmission is close to 92%. The width of the measured peaks

are slightly broader, on average FWHM = 3.6 nm compared to FWHM = 1.6

in the case of the simulation. Such behavior is induced by the contamination of

the cavity, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3. Its impact on transmittance is discussed in

Sec. 2.4.1.

Now, in order to estimate the performance of the pixels, three spectral bands were
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selected, as described in Sec. 2.2.1. Since the measured spectral peaks are of a

Lorentzian-shape, which has long tails, they were spaced ∆λ = 16 nm apart to min-

imize the cross coupling. Accordingly, the three spectral bands of the system were:

1422-1438 nm, 1438-1454 m, and 1454-1470 nm. As can be seen in Fig. 2.4(c),

the measurements have a high noise floor, which comes from the detector of the

spectrometer and is not inherent to the fabricated structures. Thus, a prior ana-

lytical knowledge is used, and the intensity for a given band and polarization state

is computed from the Lorentzian fit. This enables a significant reduction in noise.

The elements of the reconstruction matrix are then obtained using the following

integral:

α =
∫ λmax

λmin

Tpol(λ)dλ, (2.7)

where λmax and λmin are the boundaries of the spectral band, and Tpol(λ) is the

transmittance of a pixel for a given polarization state. Computing these integrals

for the measured data at all the spectral bands and polarization states results in

the following matrix:

A =


0.017 0.076 2.002 2.229 0.112 0.021
0.170 2.457 0.124 0.029 0.136 2.478
2.877 0.160 0.034 0.147 2.577 0.126
2.229 0.112 0.021 0.017 0.076 2.002
0.029 0.136 2.478 0.170 2.457 0.124

0 0 0 2.432 0.239 0.042

 . (2.8)

This matrix has a condition number of k(A) = 8.43, compared to ideal case

k(A) = 8.0552 (Eq. (2.2) αn
m = 1,α6

x = 0). The importance of this condition

number is discussed in detail in the following section, see Sec. 2.4.

In addition, we measured the system’s response to a change in the azimuthal angle

φ and polar angle θ of the incident light, see Fig. 2.5(a,b). First, as two different

peaks centered at λx and λy are produced for two linear orthogonal polarization

states, x and y, respectively, we measured the intensity at λx and λy as a function

of azimuthal angle φ. As can be seen from Fig. 2.5(a), the intensity follows the

analytically predicted cos2φ and sin2φ functions, respectively. Second, multi-

layer systems are known for high angle dependence. In Fig. 2.5(b) we observe

a blue-shift of the central peak of the transmission of an empty cavity with the

increase of the polar angle θ in x-axis with respect to the surface normal for x and

y polarization in both experimental and numerical data. Quantitatively comparable

dependence was numerically observed for all of the pixels. Accordingly, with the
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increase of numerical aperture (NA) of the imaging system in front of the spectro-

polarimeter, the peak is expected to broaden [43]. Further discussion on impact

of incidence angle and subsequent assumptions are given in Section 2.4.

2.4 Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the performance of the presented spectro-polarimetric

sensor, and extend the concept to an optimal system.

2.4.1 Signal-to-noise considerations

In order to assess the performance of our spectro-polarimetric system, it is impor-

tant to take a look at the noise propagation through the system. This allows an

estimation of the SNR of the Stokes parameters as function of the pixel SNR of the

sensor. For this analysis the condition number k(A) is used, since it is a measure

of the sensitivity to variations for a standard system of equations Ax = b. The

condition number k(A) is defined by:

||δx||
||x|| = k(A)

||δb||
||b|| , (2.9)

where δx and δb are small variations on the corresponding vectors x and b. A

common way to compute the condition number of matrix A, is to take the ratio

of the largest singular value and the smallest singular value of the matrix A. This

method is used to compute the condition number in this chapter. As can be seen

from Eq. (2.9), the condition number k(A) expresses the proportionality between

any variations of the known vector b and the unknown vector x. Thus, in the

presented system, it relates the noise of the measured intensities (shot noise, read-

out noise, etc.) to the noise of the reconstructed spectro-polarimetric intensities

Iλn
pol. Using the relation between the polarized intensities and Stokes parameters

(Eqs. (2.3-2.5)) the expected value (E(x)) and standard deviation (σ(x)) of the

reconstructed Stokes parameters can be derived as reported here (see Appendix A
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for derivation):

E(S̃0) = S0 (2.10)

E(S̃1) = S1 (2.11)

E(S̃2) = S2 (2.12)

σ(S̃0) =

(
k(A)

SNR

)
(2.13)

σ(S̃1) =
√

2
(

k(A)

SNR

)
(2.14)

σ(S̃2) =
√

2
(

k(A)

SNR

)
. (2.15)

From Eqs. (2.10-2.12) it can be seen that the reconstruction method is bias-free,

since the expected values are equal to the true values. Note that the standard

deviation of S̃0 is smaller than of other Stokes parameters due to the fact that S̃0

is computed/measured twice according to Eq. (2.3). Since the standard deviation

is inversely proportional to the SNR, the SNR after reconstruction will be reduced

by a factor k(A). For the system of equations shown in Eq. (2.2), using α6
x = 0

and setting all others to αλp = 1, one obtains k(A) = 8.0552. Thus the noise in

the reconstructed signal will be increased by at most this factor. In comparison,

the polarimeter in [24] uses a metasurface as polarization sensitive lens. The

different polarization states are focused on different parts of the sensor, thus the

metasurface is spatially separated from the sensor by the focal length. This system

has a condition number of k(A) = 3.6581. Another example is the spectro-

polarimeter in [50], which achieves a condition number of k(A) = 2.082. However,

an external spectrometer is needed in their setup. Despite the higher condition

number, the nanostructure-modulated spectro-polarimeter presented in this paper

can be directly integrated on top of a sensor and it does not require an external

spectrometer, resulting in a very compact system.

Another factor that must be taken into account in the evaluation of the system

SNR is the reduced transmittance and the presence of shot noise. The latter

is dependent on the total number of photons reaching the detector Nphot. In

particular, the SNR of a shot noise limited pixel is given by: SNRshot =
√

Nphot.

Thus, reducing the number of photons that reaches the detector by a factor of 2

(50% transmission), the SNR is reduced by a factor of
√

0.5. Therefore, a system

based on the measured structures would have a SNR reduced by a -1.681 dB,

compared to an ideal system. However, the effect of this low transmission can
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be reduced by doubling the measurement duration (the integration time of the

detector).

2.4.2 Bandwidth considerations

Other than the SNR of the system, the achievable total bandwidth is also of im-

portance for the applications of interest. The bandwidth of this presented spectro-

polarimetric system depends on the reflection band of the mirrors and the maximum

achievable separation of the transmission peaks. The relative bandwidth (∆ f
f0
) of a

DBR-mirror using quarter-wavelength sections is given by [51]:

∆ f
f0

=
4
π

arcsin(ρ), (2.16)

with ρ being the Fresnel reflection coefficient. From this equation, it is clear that

the bandwidth of the mirror depends only on the difference between the refractive

indices of the two materials used in the construction of DBRs. In our case, the

mirrors limit the bandwidth to∼ 400 nm, see Appendix A, but using more advanced

mirror designs[52], it is possible to obtain a wider reflection band. Therefore,

bandwidth limitations due to the mirrors can be mitigated. In practise, the total

bandwidth is limited by the maximum achievable separation of two linear orthogonal

polarization peaks. As illustrated in Appendix A, the maximum separation of the

two peaks is equal to 127 nm. It can be achieved with a subdiffractive grating

of 200 nm width. This separation between the peaks ultimately determines the

maximum achievable total bandwidth of the system, since one of the transmission

peaks has to be outside of the reconstruction bands. This results in the one row of

the matrix having only one peak, which is the necessary condition for the spectro-

polarimetric retrieval. The maximum number of bands can now be computed using:

N =

⌊
BW
∆λ

⌋
− 1, (2.17)

where BW is the total bandwidth of the system and ∆λ is the width of a single

spectral band.

2.4.3 Spectral resolution

In the presented system, the spectral positions and the width of the spectral bands

have to be chosen carefully to obtain the optimal performance. By decreasing the
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width of a single band, the number of bands can be increased, and thus its spectral

resolution. However, as can be seen from Fig. 2.6, reducing the width of the

spectral band ∆λ below the FWHM of the transmission peaks greatly increases the

condition number and in turn the SNR of the system. This increase of the condition

number k(A) can be attributed to the spectral overlap of the neighboring peaks.

This translates to smaller differences between the rows of the reconstruction matrix,

making the system of equations more linearly dependent. It is recommended to

use ∆λ = FWHM, limiting the effective spectral resolution to FWHM.

2.4.4 Handling a large number of bands

Another effect that must be taken into account in selecting the number of bands,

is the rank of the reconstruction matrix. The matrix without the grating will

have a rank deficiency of 1 for an odd number of bands while the rank deficiency

for an even number of bands is 2, when we assume all αs equal. Thus, for an

even number of bands replacing a pixel with a grating cannot make the matrix

invertible. Accordingly, to retrieve the polarization state for all bands, the number

of bands must be segmented in sets of an odd number of bands. Since for a system

of equations with an odd number of bands the condition number k(A) changes

linearly with the number of bands, see Fig 2.7(a), the reconstruction matrix should

be constructed from as small as possible submatrixes. Any number of bands greater

than 4 can be written as a sum of 3s, 5s and 7s, so is possible to segment the

reconstruction matrix in submatrixes with these numbers of bands. In that case,

the worst case condition number of the total matrix would be that of the 7 band

inversion, k(A) = 18.36 (under the assumption of the matrix with all unit α’s

except for the one that is 0). The behavior of such an optimized matrix is shown

in Fig. 2.7(a). Still, it is recommended to use a system with a number of bands

that is divisible by 3, since such a system will have a SNR ratio that is more than

double of that of the presented worst case (7 bands) scenario.

In Fig. 2.7(b), the condition number k(A) is plotted for segmented systems (block

of 3 spectral bands) when Lorentzian peaks are used to compute the transmission

values in the matrix, thus also taking into account the spectral cross-coupling

between all pixels. Here, a single bandwidth was chosen to be equal to the FWHM

of the transmission peaks, since it is the limit for a low condition number k(A),

as shown in Fig. 2.6. Because the tails of the Lorentzian functions leak into the
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bands of adjacent submatrixes, they become partially dependent. The condition

number of the matrix increases, but the segmenting still significantly reduced the

condition number k(A) compared to the unsegmented initial matrix in Fig. 2.7(a).

The plotted data of Fig. 2.7(b) is fitted by a curve:

k(A) = −15.69N−0.8 + 14.90 , (2.18)

resulting in a fit with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.9975. Based on

this fit, the condition number k(A) will converge to a value of 14.90 for a large

number of bands.

2.4.5 Optimal design

Using the design limitations discussed previously, as an example of ideal design, we

can consider a spectro-polarimetric sensor with 126 bands (42 x 3), the bandwidth

of 127 nm and a spectral resolution of 1 nm, centered around the λ = 1500 nm.

Then the system that can retrieve the first three Stokes parameters (S1, S2, S3)

would consist of 504 pixels and would have a condition number of 14.57. This

results in a reconstruction of the S0 with a SNR that is -11.63 dB below the shot

noise limited SNR. The S1 and S2 would be reconstructed with a SNR that is

-13.14 dB below the noise shot limited SNR.

When implementing this design in an imaging device the chief ray angle (CRA)

across the detector surface has to be taken into consideration. For a conventional

optical system this angle will increase radially from the center of the detector. This

increasing incident angle leads to a blue-shift of the transmission peaks. In principle,

this spectral shift can be compensated for by scaling the effective refractive index

of the cavity, e.g. scaling the size of the high-index inclusions [53]. Alternatively,

a telecentric optical system can be used. In such a system the CRA is constant

over the entire detector and thus no blue-shift occurs. Furthermore, a system with

a low NA is recommend since a high NA will increase the transmission peak width

[43], thus reducing the spectral resolution of the system.

The presence of a focused beam will influence the polarization reconstruction.

When a fully polarized beam is focused by an optical system some of the light will

be cross polarized. For example, the far-field of a focused beam arising from a

microscope objective, illuminated by a fully x-polarized incident beam, is given by
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[54]:

E∞ = Einc
1
2

 (1 + cosθ)− (1− cosθ) cos (2φ)
− (1− cosθ) sin (2φ)
−2 cosφ sinθ

√n1

n2
(cosθ)

1
2 , (2.19)

where E∞ is the electric far-field of the focused beam in Cartesian coordinates, Einc

the amplitude of the incident x polarized beam, n1 and n2 the refractive indices

of the media before and after the lens and φ, θ the azimuthal and polar angles of

the far-field. As can be seen from this equation, the cross polarized component

increases with the polar angle.This change in polarization can be interpreted as a

depolarization effect that occurs before the planar spectro-polarimeter. Thus, the

reconstructed polarization state will have a lower degree of polarization compared

to the incident beam. Based on Eq. (2.19), a maximum coupling from the x to the

y component of 0.7% is expected, at a polar angle of 10◦. From a more advanced

analysis that takes into account the full coupling within the structure, a higher

value of 2% is obtained. This detailed theoretical analysis is not reported here

for sake of brevity and will be the topic of another extended paper. From these

considerations, it is clear that in order to minimize this effect, a telecentric and low

NA optical system is recommended.

Finally, we present a few considerations on the impact of the proposed concept

on the spatial resolution achievable in a system with a given number of pixels.

As discussed in the previous example, in order to retrieve the first three Stokes

parameters over 3 spectral bands, 12 pixels have to be used. Thus, for comparisons

sake, we can say that, from the spatial resolution point of view, 4 pixels are required

per spectral band. In typical imaging multi-spectral systems, only one pixel per

spectral band is used. Therefore, for the same number of sensor pixels, the spatial

resolution of the proposed system is a quarter of that of a conventional multi-

spectral camera, without any polarimetric functionality. On the contrary, in a

typical polarimeter, 4 pixels are used to determine the polarization state. As a

consequence, we can conclude that the effect on the spatial resolution of the

presented system is comparable to that of a typical spectro-polarimeter obtained

by combining "conventional" spectral and polarimetric components.
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2.5 Conclusion

In this work, we have shown the feasibility of a planar spectro-polarimeter. As

a proof of concept, we have experimentally demonstrated a set of 6 pixels with

transmission peaks of 50% and FWHM = 3.6 nm. The peaks were separated in

three spectral bands of ∆λ = 16 nm and sorted by their polarization state. Using

the measured data in the reconstruction matrix, we obtained a condition number

of k(A) = 8.43, which is extremely close to the theoretical limit of k(A) = 8.06.

Such experimental results permit the reconstruction of the first 3 Stokes parameters

up to a level of -10.76 dB below the shot noise limited SNR.

In addition, the limits of the proposed spectro-polarimetric design were analyzed

with respect to the highest number of bands possible and the highest obtainable

spectral resolution. The total system bandwidth of the current architecture is

limited to 127 nm. The maximum condition number, limiting the SNR of the

reconstruction, is estimated to be in the order of 14.57, given that the transmission

peaks are separated by their FWHM. Having a spectral resolution of 1 nm, such

system could have a bandwidth of 127 nm separated in 126 bands. The SNR of

the Stokes parameters would be -13.14 dB below the shot noise limited SNR.

In perspective, the spectral resolution of the system is limited only by the reflectiv-

ity of the mirrors. Thus, subnanometer resolution is possible. Moreover, the design

could be scaled to other spectral ranges with respective changes in material selec-

tion, e.g. using TiO2 instead of Si in visible spectral range to minimize intrinsic

losses. Using several different cavities at once, this would allow a very broadband

sensor. Also, the system would benefit from a more anisotropic inclusion inside the

cavity in place of the grating in order to increase the bandwidth. Finally, the system

could be extended with additional layers of retarders to enable the measurements

of circularly polarized light, enabling the retrieval of the full Stokes vector.
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Figure 2.2: Concept of spectro-polarimeter for linear-polarization. (a)
Illustration of a set of 6 pixels, a super-pixel, integrated directly on a
sensor. (b) Exemplary Lorentzian-shape spectral functions for 3 wave-
lengths (λ1, λ2, λ3) and two polarization states (x and y) using set of
6 pixels (P1, · · · ,P6). A single pixel provides two peaks for the two
linear-polarizations, while one peak (P6) is cut-out for inversion of the
matrix. Transmittance of x-polarized light is depicted by solid line, while
transmittance of y-polarized light is shown in dashed line.

Figure 2.3: Exemplary pixel from the fabricated spectro-polarimetric sys-
tem: (a) side view, (b) top view. Colored SEM images of vertical and
horizontal cross-sections of a pixel based on a FP cavity modulated by
an array of Si nanostructures. Si is colored red, TiO2 - blue, SiO2 - grey.
Si nanostructures are defined by their height (H) and diameter in x and
y axis (Dx and Dy, respectively), and are distributed in a square lattice
with a period (P). Scale bars are equal to 500 nm.
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Figure 2.4: Pixels and their transmission spectra. (a) SEM images of hor-
izontal cross-sections of all pixels (P1, · · · ,P6), Si is colored red. Scale
bar is equal to 500 nm. (b) Simulated transmission of 6 pixels, intro-
duced in Fig. 2, with Lorentzian peaks centered at 1430 nm, 1446 nm,
and 1462 nm and distributed in 3 spectral bands of ∆λ = 16 nm. Peaks
are (c) Measured transmission of the corresponding pixels. Spectra for x
polarized light is shown in solid lines, for y polarized - dashed lines.
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Figure 2.5: Dependence on polarization angleφ and incident angleθ. (a)
Normalized measured intensity at λx and λy as a function of polarization
angle φ in case of arbitrarily selected pixel with nanostructure inclusion.
The intensity follows analytically predicted cos2φ and sin2φ functions,
respectively. (b) Blue-shift of the central wavelength of the peak λc for
x- and y-polarization in case of an empty cavity. Simulations are shown
in solid and dashed line, while the experimental points are depicted by
blue and red squares, respectively.

Figure 2.6: Condition number k(A) vs spectral resolution. Condition
number k(A) of a reconstruction matrix with 3 bands is shown in cases
of different ratios between the single bandwidth ∆λ and the transmission
peak width FWHM, assuming Lorentzian-shape peaks.
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Figure 2.7: Condition number k(A) vs number of spectral bands N.
(a) k(A) of a reconstruction matrix for N bands, assuming all elements
of a unit magnitude at the peaks and zeros elsewhere. Red squares
represent a direct inversion using a certain number of pixels and only a
single pixel with a grating. Empty blue squares represent an inversion
after segmenting the matrix in submatrixes. (b) k(A) of a reconstruction
matrix with N bands for ∆λ equal to the FWHM, assuming a Lorentzian-
shape peaks, as measured.
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CHAPTER THREE

Spectro-polarimeter the
effect of focusing1

Abstract / The effect of using focused illumination on the performance of a spectro-
polarimetric filter based on a Fabry-Perot cavity with nano-structured inclusion is investi-
gated. An analysis method is used in which the layer of the cavity is treated as an effective
medium with an anisotropic permitivity tensor. It was found that if the numerical aperture
of the imaging system is kept low (NA ≤ 0.25), only the spectral resolution is reduced
but SNR of the polarization reconstruction will be mostly unaffected.

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 a spectro-polarimetric filter based on metasurfaces integrated in a

DBR (Distributed Bragg Reflector) was reported. The filter can be located directly

in front of the CMOS sensors. In an imaging system it thus will be located at

the focal plane the system and hence it can be classified as a division of focal

plane sensor. The concept relies on tuning the effective ansitropic permittivity of

the cavity by embedding an array of elliptical nano-structures. By varying the size

of these inclusions the spectral and polarization response can be adjusted. Since

the nano-structures are present in only a single layer, only a single lithographic

step is required in fabrication, the other layers can be added via a deposition pro-

cess. In the design phase, various considerations regarding the performance of the

1Parts of this chapter were published in T3
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device must be traded-off and considered, which requires estimations of different

possible configurations: when used in an optical system for imaging purposes, the

spectro-polarimeter filter must be assessed in terms of focusing response; when

used to cover certain spectral ranges, the FWHM, peak transmittance, and mirrors

configurations must be opportunely traded-off and iterated to meet spectral and

signal-to-noise requirements. On the other hand, the performance estimation of

those structures relies on cumbersome FEM simulations, for which the assessment

of the focal response of hundreds of pixels in various mirrors configurations is practi-

cally unmanageable. Analytical solutions and models can however help in predicting

such performance for preliminary assessment. Hence, it would be preferable to use

predictable models for preliminary design of the structures, to be better tuned to

the further phases of the design with more accurate FEM simulations. We hence

combine various theories reported in literature in a comprehensive model. Transfer

matrix methods for multilayered structures are reported in [55] in terms of 4× 4

matrices, which enable to retrieve the transmission spectrum of such structures.

Within some considerations we will introduce, the electromagnetic response of a

cavity embedded with inclusions can be modelled by means of an effective model

formulation, for example the one reported in [56] or [57]. Such a description can

hence be connected to the transfer matrix methods to have a first-order estimation

of the plane-wave response for arbitrary illumination. On the other hand, diffrac-

tion focusing equations are explicited in [58]. Those equations can be generalized,

as will be shown, to include the plane-wave response of the structure, treated as

a transparency in the frequency domain. When combined with the above theo-

ries, this approach would provide a description of the performance of the structure

under focal illumination. The novelty of the work consists in combining aspects

and theories from different fields in a comprehensive analysis of the performance of

the metasurface filter. For example, in [59] focal transmittances are reported for

a Fabry-Perot structure with a bare cavity. Such results, however, do not include

the possible anisotropic response of the cavity due the metasurface presence or its

polarization dependence. Based on this theory, the effect of a focused illumination

on the spectro-polarimeter presented in Chapter 2 will be assessed.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 System description

In this section the modelling of an optical system for use in a spectro-polarimeter

is discussed. Most of the optical system will be treated as a black box. Only the

last lens of the system and the propagation from the lens through the metasurface

to the detector will be treated in detail. For the rest of the systems it is assumed

that the optics do not affect the polarization state of the light coming from the

object plane and have an appropriately sized field of view and magnification for the

particular use case, so that the polarization state at the final lens is considered the

same as at the input of the system. These assumptions can be relaxed if the Jones

matrix of the optical system is known, but for now are neglected. Furthermore, it

is assumed that the last lens is illuminated with a collimated beam.

3.2.2 Focusing

The first component we will describe is an ideal lens under plane-wave illumination.

Assuming a plane wave travelling in the z direction through the lens, the planar

wave is converted into a spherical one. This spherical wave can be described as

a spectrum of many plane waves travelling towards the focus of the lens. These

waves consist of both S and P polarized waves and are described as

Ês = k̂× z, (3.1)

Êp = k̂× k̂× z, (3.2)

with z the unit vector in the z direction and k̂ the propagation direction of the

wave. These plane waves also have a complex amplitude (Es, Ep). The mapping

from the incident plane wave (only transverse components) (Einc) to the spectrum

of S and P polarized waves (Es and Ep) induced by the refraction of the lens is

given by [58],

Es =

√
kz
k

k2
x + k2

y

 k2
y −kxky

−kxky k2
x

0 0

 Einc (3.3)

Ep =

√
kz
k

k2
x + k2

y


k2

xkz
k

kxkykz
k

kxkykz
k

k2
ykz
k

− kx(k2
x+k2

y)
k − ky(k2

x+k2
y)

k

 Einc. (3.4)
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Here, k is wavenumber for vacuum, kx and ky are the transverse wavenumbers of

the spectrum of plane waves travelling towards the focus and kz =
√

k2 − k2
x − k2

y.

Now that the spectral representation of the focused beam, right behind the lens

is known, the field behind the meta-surface, near the focus of the beam can be

computed. The transmission of the optics and the metasurface have to be taken

into account in order to compute the field near the focus of the beam. In the

presented system there are 4 transmission coefficients τss, τsp, τps, τpp, which is

due to that fact that the metasurface has anisotropic behavior and thus there is

some cross coupling between the S and P polarized plane waves. The process of

computing these coefficients will be treated in Sec. 3.2.3.

Since this cross coupling of polarization is present for this type of structure it is

convenient to decompose the transformations of (3.3) and (3.4) into several steps.

First the incident field is split in an S and P polarized part, this is multiplied with the

angle dependent transmission of the meta-surface τi j = f (kx, ky) and finally these

S ans P polarized waves are projected into the x y z frame taking into account the

polarization effects induced by focusing. This results in the following expressing

for the spectrum of plane waves,

Es +Ep =

√
kz
k

k2
x + k2

y

 −ky
kxkz

k
kx

kykz
k

0 − k2
x+k2

y
k

 [ τss τsp
τps τpp

] [
−ky kx
kx ky

]
Einc. (3.5)

By integrating over this spectrum of plane waves the field behind the meta-surface

and near the focus is given by,

E f (x, y, z) =
j f e− jk f

2π

∫∫
A

((
k
τssky − τspkx

k2
x + k2

y
Ês

+ k
τpskx − τppky

k2
x + k2

y
Êp

)
Einc,x +

(
− k

τsskx + τspky

k2
x + k2

y
Ês

+ k
τpsky + τppkx

k2
x + k2

y
Êp

)
Einc,y

)
e j(kxx+ky y)e jkzz

kz
dkxdky (3.6)

=
j f e− jk f

2π

∫∫
A

E∞ e j(kxx+ky y)e jkzz

kz
dkxdky (3.7)

with f the focal length of the lens and A the aperture (in k-space) of the lens.

Note that it has been implicitly assumed that all focused light passed through a

single pixel of the metasurface, this will only occur if the pixel size is significantly

larger than the spot size of the focused beam and the metasurface is placed near

the focus.
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3.2.3 Meta-surface transmission

The transmission of plane waves through the metasurface is modeled using the

transfer matrix method, see [55]. The transmissions of the separate layers are

combined in one overall transmission matrix of the structure. The pertaining trans-

mission coefficients are computed for all the plane waves making up the spectrum

of the focal field. Special care should be taken for the anisotropic layer, since in

this layer cross coupling between S and P waves can occur. Thus this layer is

treated in detail. First, the solution of the wave equation in such a layer has to be

obtained. Starting from the source-free frequency domain Maxwell equations,

∇× E = − jωB (3.8)

∇×H = jωD (3.9)

∇ ·D = 0 (3.10)

∇ · B = 0. (3.11)

Furthermore, assuming that the layer is non magnetic, so B = µ0H, and defining

the constitutive relation, Dx
Dy
Dz

 =

 εa 0 0
0 εb 0
0 0 εc

 Ex
Ey
Ez

 , (3.12)

the complete problem has been defined. As can be seen, for each Cartesian direction

of the field components the permitivity is different, but there is no cross coupling

between the various Cartesian components of the D and E field. By solving (3.8)-

(3.11) for this case and by assuming a plane-wave solution for which it holds that

the derivative of a field component U is given by,

∂

∂x
U = jkxU (3.13)

∂

∂y
U = jkyU, (3.14)

it can be found that, 0 − ∂

∂z
jky

∂

∂z
0 − jkx

− jky jkx 0


 Ex

Ey
Ez

 = − jωµ

 Hx
Hy
Hz

 , (3.15)

 0 − ∂

∂z
jky

∂

∂z
0 − jkx

− jky jkx 0


 Hx

Hy
Hz

 = jω

 εa 0 0
0 εb 0
0 0 εc

 Ex
Ey
Ez

 . (3.16)
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From this, the coupled wave equations can be found,
∂2

∂2
z
− k2

y kxky − jkx
∂

∂z

kxky
∂2

∂2
z
− k2

x − jky
∂

∂z

− jkx
∂

∂z
− jky

∂

∂z
−k2

x − k2
y


 Ex

Ey
Ez

 = −ω2µ

 εa 0 0
0 εb 0
0 0 εc

 Ex
Ey
Ez

 .

(3.17)

For the simple case of a plane wave propagating in the z-direction (kx = ky = 0),

this set of coupled equations reduces to two uncoupled equations,

∂2

∂2
z

Ex = −ω2µ0εaEx (3.18)

∂2

∂2
z

Ey = −ω2µ0εbEy. (3.19)

The forward solution of these equations are given by,

Ex(z) = Ae− jkaz (3.20)

Ey(z) = Be− jkbz, (3.21)

with ka = ω
√
µ0εa and kb = ω

√
µ0εb, and A and B arbitrary constants. As can

be seen from this solution for a normally incident plane wave, both field components

travel at a different speed through the medium. With this result, the transfer matrix

for this case can be constructed. This matrix is given by,


E1,x,+
E1,x,−
E1,y,+
E1,y,−

 =


e jka l

1+ρa
ρae− jka l

1+ρa
0 0

ρae jka l

1+ρa
e jka l

1+ρa
0 0

0 0 e jkb l

1+ρb

ρbe− jkb l

1+ρb

0 0 ρbe jkb l

1+ρb
e jkb l

1+ρb




E2,x,+
E2,x,−
E2,y,+
E2,y,−

 , (3.22)

with subscripts + and − indicating forward and backward travelling waves, sub-

scripts 1 and 2 indicating the first and second boundary of the layer , l the layer

length and ρi =
√
εi−
√
εprev√

εi+
√
εprev

with εprev the permitivity of the previous layer.

For a wave with arbitrary polarization, propagating in an arbitrary direction, the

solution is more complicated and has to be computed numerically. First Ez and

Hz are obtained from (3.15) and (3.16),

Ez =
−ky

ωεc
Hx +

kx

ωεc
Hy, (3.23)

Hz =
−ky

ωµ
Ex +

kx

ωµ
Ey, (3.24)
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and substituted back into the remaining equations of the systems (3.15) and (3.16).

The results can then be rearranged as set of first-order linear differential equations

of the form:

∂

∂z


Ex
Ey
Hx
Hy

 = j


0 0 −kxky

ωε3

−ω2µεc+k2
x

ωεc

0 0
ω2µεc−k2

y
ωεc

kxky
ωεc

kxky
ωµ

ω2µεb−kx2

ωµ 0 0
−ω2µεa+k2

y
ωµ

−kxky
ωµ 0 0




Ex
Ey
Hx
Hy

 .

(3.25)

By finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix in (3.25), the four solu-

tions of the kz vector and the corresponding eigenmodes are found and the trans-

mission through the layer can be computed. Once the E and H fields have been

determined, the transfer matrix can be obtained by properly applying the boundary

conditions. Once the full transmission through the whole structure for all plane

waves has been determined, the integral in (3.6) can be computed and the focal

field is obtained.

3.2.4 Full beam transmission

In order to compare the performance of a structure under plane-wave illumination,

with that under a focused illumination, the overall transmission of a focused beam

has to be defined. Since it is not of importance if the transmittance of the beam

is computed in the spectral or spatial domain, it will be computed in the spectral

domain. Using Parseval’s theorem,∫ ∞
∞
∫ ∞
∞ | f (x, y)|2dxdy =

1
4π2

∫ ∞
∞
∫ ∞
∞ |F(kx, ky)|2dkxdky, (3.26)

with f and F a Fourier pair and assuming that the pixel is thus of much larger than

the spot size of the focused beam. Such that the spatial integration in (3.26) can

be safely truncated, the total power (P) flowing though a pixel can be approximated

as,

P =
1

2Z

∫ ∞
∞
∫ ∞
∞ |E f (x, y)|2dxdy

=
1

2Z

∣∣∣∣ j f e− jk f

2π

∫∫
A

E∞ e j(kxx+ky y)e jkzz

kz
dkxdky

∣∣∣∣2
=

f 2

8π2Z

∫∫
A

|E∞|2
k2

z
dkxdky, (3.27)
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where Z is impedance at the focal plane, f the focal length of the lens and A

the aperture of the lens in k space. The transmission of the structure can then

be computed by dividing the transmitted power by the power for the case where

τss = τpp = 1, τsp = τps = 0, this case correspond to a case where no metasurface

is present. Instead of computing the transmission for each possible polarization,

it is convenient to instead compute the intensity transmission for an arbitrarily

polarized beam. This corresponds to computing the first row of the Muller matrix,

(M), which gives the relation between an incoming and outgoing Stokes Vector

(Si and So)

So =MSi . (3.28)

The Stokes vector of a beam travelling in the z direction is given by

S =


|Ex|2 + |Ey|2
|Ex|2 − |Ey|2

2ReExE∗y
−2ImExE∗y

 , (3.29)

where ∗ indicates complex conjugation. Since the first element of the Stokes vector

only the first row of the Muller matrix has to be computed. This row is computed

numerically for each spectral component of E∞ (3.27), thus for each plane wave

in the spectrum. By integrating over the contribution of all the plane waves, the

overall transmission τ of the system is then given by,

τ =

∫∫
Ω M∞

0 sinθdθdφ
π sin2θmax

, (3.30)

where θmax is the maximum half angle of the aperture, Ω the angular aperture of

the lens and M∞
0 the first row of the Muller matrix for each spectral component.

Since, this expression is ill defined for small θmax it is convenient to use a change

of variable ξ = sinθ
sinθmax

resulting in the transmission:

τ =

∫∫
Ω M∞

0 ξ

cosθ
dξdφ. (3.31)

3.3 Results

Both results for a non-polarizing pixel and a polarizing cavity will be presented in

this section. These are all based on the same multilayered structure, for which

the parameters are summarized in Table 3.1. This configuration is similar to that
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presented in Chapter 2. Between these two cases, the permittivity tensor of the

cavity is changed to emulate the array of nano-structures.

Property Value
Layer thickness SiO2 layers 171 nm
Layer thickness TiO2 layers 108 nm

Cavity height 325 nm
Number of bilayers 6

Table 3.1: Parameters of simulated multilayer structure.

3.3.1 Non-Polarizing Pixel

For the non-polarizing pixel the relative permittivity of the cavity is given by

ε =

 4.58 0 0
0 4.58 0
0 0 7.34

 , (3.32)

where the value where determined via the method described in [60]. The transverse

components of the permitivity are equal, thus only τss = τpp 6= 0, the transmission

for these components is shown in Fig. 3.1. As can be seen from this figure, the

resonance peaks for both polarizations blue shifts for a larger angle of incidence.

However, it can be noted that the shift for P-polarized waves is larger. Furthermore,

the S-polarized waves experience a narrower resonance. Since no cross coupling

is present for this structure, the first row of the plane-wave Muller matrix (M0)is

given by:

M>0 =
1
2


|τpp|2 cos2θ+ |τss|2(

|τpp|2 cos2θ− |τss|2
)

cos 2φ(
|τpp|2 cos2θ− |τss|2

)
sin 2φ

0

 . (3.33)

As can be seen from this expression, if |τpp|2 cos2θ− |τss|2 6= 0 the plane waves

depolarize and thus based on the non-overlapping curves in Fig. 3.1 a slightly de-

polarized transmission is to be expected. For normal incidence, this depolarization

does not occur. When the overall intensity transmission (M0,0) is computed from

(3.33),

M0,0 =
∫ 1

0

(
|τpp|2 cos2θ+ |τss|2

cosθ

)
ξdξ . (3.34)
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Figure 3.1: Plane wave transmission through a non polarizing pixel (a)
P-polarized waves (b) S-polarized waves.

The other terms in (3.33) cancel out due to the integration over phi from 0 to 2π .

A single plane wave thus gets slightly depolarized by the structure but in a focused

beam the effect cancels out.

The transmission coefficients of the focused beam as a function of the wavelength

and the maximum angle of incidence are shown in Fig. 3.2. It can be seen that

for increasing maximum angle the transmission peak gets broader and the peak

intensity reduces.
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Figure 3.2: Focused beam transmission (M0,0) through a non polarizing
pixel.
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3.3.2 Polarizing Pixel

For the polarizing pixel the relative permitivity of the cavity is given by,

ε =

 3.92 0 0
0 5.96 0
0 0 7.34

 , (3.35)

where the value where determined via the method described in [60]. Using this

permitivity tensor, two transmission peaks occur for a normally incident plane wave.

For x-polarized light, the transmission peaks occur around λx = 1.082µm and for

y-polarized light around λx = 1.134µm, thus there is a peak separation of around

δλ = 52nm. In Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, the transmission of the plane waves is shown.

As can be seen, the maximum cross coupling occurs for φ = π/4. No cross

coupling occurs for normal incidence, as can be seen from the transmission matrix

in (3.22).
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Figure 3.3: Plane wave transmission through a polarizing pixel at λ = λx
as a function of angle of incidence (a) τpp (b) τps

When projecting the field components of the plane waves in the x− y plane and

plotting the transmission for φ = π/4, as shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, a clear

transmission peak can be observed for large angles of incidence in τxy located at

the same wavelengths as the transmission peak of τxx. For τyx two transmission

peaks are present for large angles of incidence, but these do not overlap with the

transmission peak of τyy.
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Figure 3.4: Plane wave transmission through a polarizing pixel at λ = λy
as a function of angle of incidence (a) τsp (b) τss
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Figure 3.5: Plane wave transmission through a polarizing pixel function
of angle of incidence and wavelength (a) τxx (b) τxy

For the non-polarizing pixel, it was observed that cross coupling in individual plane

waves canceled out for a focused beam. For a polarizing pixel this is not the case,

as shown in Fig. 3.7, where a small cross coupling occurs for fully x− y polarized

beams (Tx and Ty). A transmission of up to -4% of the opposite polarization can

occur in the transmission peak. Furthermore the peak shape starts to deviate from

a Lorentzian shape for angles larger than 15◦.
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Figure 3.6: Plane wave transmission through a polarizing pixel function
of angle of incidence and wavelength (a) τyx (b) τyy

3.4 Discussion

As discussed in Chapter 2, the performance of the spectro-polarimeter depends

strongly on the peak separation between the spectral bands. Cross coupling be-

tween transmitted intensities due to the tails of Lorentzian-shaped transmission

peaks, slightly reduces the condition number of the reconstruction matrix com-

pared to ideal delta transmission peaks. As was observed for both polarizing and

non-polarizing structures, the spectral width of the transmission peaks increases

with the numerical aperture of the lens, i.e. the maximum angle of incidence.

As shown in Chapter 2 the optimum peak separation for Lorenzian peaks is 0.5

full width half maximum separation. Thus a sensor designed for normal incidence

will have more overlap between the transmission peaks and therefore the noise

floor will increase. Instead, a structure has to be used that has a peak separa-

tion that is large enough to compensate for the increased peak width due to a

focused beam. For larger numerical apertures, the peak shape differs more and

more from the Lorenzian shape, as can be seen in Fig. 3.7. For these cases the

analysis in Chapter 2 has to be repeated with the new peak shape. Although some

cross coupling for a polarizing structure was observed for fully polarized beams,

this was a small deviation from the natural shape of the tails of a Lorentzian func-

tion. Only for a large numerical aperture the transmission deviates noticeably as

can be seen in Fig. 3.7 and the noise floor of the spectro-polarimeter will be in-

fluenced. The spectro-polarimeter is thus expected to have the same performance
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Figure 3.7: Focused beam transmission of a fully x or y polarized beam
(Tx and Ty) as a function of wavelength.

for a focused beam as for a plane wave, as long as a limited numerical aperture

is used as (NA ≤ 0.25 = sin 15◦) and an appropriate spectral-band separation

is used. For a larger numerical aperture, the cross coupling between orthogonal

polarizations increases and the maximum spectral resolution reduces, which is not

recommended. For light-sensitive applications, such a relatively low NA might be

an issue, i.e. in order to capture enough photons to obtain a certain photon shot

noise level, longer measurement times are required for lower NAs. However, for ter-

restrial applications this should be less of an issue. For example, a typical point and

shoot camera [61], has an F-number controllable between 3 and 6.9, the minimum

recommended F-number based on the meta-surface transmission would be about

2. Thus the meta-surface could be readily integrated in a basic camera setup. Of

course the resolution will be reduced by the number of spectral bands.

3.5 Conclusion

The use of a focused beam in a spectro-polarimeter as presented in Chapter 2,

will not affect the noise floor of the polarization reconstruction, as long as the

numerical aperture of the imaging system is kept below 0.25 and appropriate peak

separation is maintained. The spectral resolution of the system will be reduced, due

to the broadening of the transmission peaks. Under these conditions the spectro-
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polarimetric sensor can readily be integrated in a basic imaging system. If a larger

numerical aperture is used, the spectral resolution will further decrease and cross

coupling between the polarization states will increase. For light-sensitive space

applications an in-depth analysis of the total optical system, including a detailed

photon budget is recommended, to verify if the this limit on the numerical aperture

results in a bound on the overall system performance.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Lattice resonances and
local field enhancement in

array of dielectric dimers for
surface enhanced Raman

spectroscopy1

Abstract / In this paper, we propose the use of high refractive index dimers for the
realization of a surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy substrate, with an average en-
hancement factor comparable to plasmonic structures. The use of low loss dielectric
materials is favorable compared to metallic ones, because of their lower light absorption
and consequently a much lower heating effect of the substrate. We combined two different
mechanisms of field enhancement to overcome the main weakness of dielectric dimers: a
low enhancement factor compared to the plasmonic ones. A first mechanism is associated
to surface lattice resonances. This generates a narrow band high enhancement, which is
exploited to enhance the excitation light. A second mechanism exploits the local field
enhancement between the dimers’ resonators, for the band where the molecule Raman
emission spectrum is located. The fact that both field enhancements can be tuned by act-
ing on separate geometric parameters, makes it possible to optimize the design for many
different molecules. The optimized structure and its performance is presented together
with a discussion of the different enhancement mechanisms.
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Figure 4.1: Artistic impression of a SERS substrate consisting of a rect-
angular periodic lattice of silicon dimers.

4.1 Introduction

In recent years, a lot of attention has been devoted to the development of reliable

label-free molecule identification techniques [62]. These mechanisms can provide

fast detection of a variety of molecules without prior need for labeling with fluores-

cent dyes and without bleaching problems. Thanks to this, cheap and fast sample

analyses in medicine, personal health care , environmental studies, home-land se-

curity, could be achieved [62]. A promising candidate to achieve reliable label-free

molecular detection is Raman scattering. In this physical phenomenon, a pho-

ton interacts with the sample molecule and, at a particular wavelength, it excites

molecule vibrational modes and loses part of its energy to this process. Spectral

analysis of the scattered light provides the vibrational spectrum of the molecules

under analysis. However, since the Raman cross section per molecule is typically

low (10−30 cm2/molecule), the outcome of a Raman measurement is limited to

a reduced number of in-elastically scattered photons [62]. To overcome this prob-

lem, Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), based on plasmonic nano

structures, is usually employed. This can provide a significant signal enhancement,

even to the point of single molecule detection [63, 64, 65]. Typically, the total

enhancement is the product of electromagnetic and chemical SERS enhancements.

The first one occurs when the incident light interacts with surface plasmons in the

metal. The second one is the result of a larger molecular cross section, due to a

modification of its electronic structure near the metal [66].

In case of Raman scattering, there is an enhancement for the excitation and for

the emission light, resulting in general in a total enhancement proportional to

1Parts of this chapter were published in J1,T2
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the fourth power of the field amplitude [67, 66]. When the SERS substrate is not

characterized by a uniform field enhancement over the wavelength band of interest,

comprising excitation and emission spectra, the Enhancement Factor (EF) should

be computed considering the field amplitudes at separate bands [66, 67, 68, 69].

SERS substrates are usually characterized by their EF, but there are many possible

definitions of EF and this is also one of the reasons why they can vary over many

orders of magnitude. Average EFs for plasmonic substrates are reported to be in

the order of 104 − 108 [63, 68].

Due to their high EF, plasmonic nanostructures are still mostly used for SERS

substrates, but their large absorption coefficients encouraged researchers to look

for alternative solutions [70]. Low loss and high refractive index dielectric materials

have shown promising results and the potential to be used for SERS [71]. It has

been shown through numerical simulations and also experimental validation that

dimer structures made of high refractive index materials produce both electric

and magnetic hotspots in infrared[72] and in the visible spectral range [73, 69].

The enhancement is produced by the displacement currents and the electric and

magnetic dipole-dipole interactions in the dielectric dimers [74, 72]. Dielectric

dimers not only enhance the field, but they also provide control over the directivity

of the far field radiation of the emitters, without quenching the nearby emitters and

lowering their quantum efficiency [69]. However, the EF of a single dielectric dimer

has been shown to reach levels consistently below the levels of plasmonic scatterers.

Dimers placed in a periodic array were already studied and it has been shown

that Surface Lattice Resonances (SLR) are present [75, 76]. These resonances

are narrow band and Fano line shaped. They provide higher field enhancement

than a single dimer and also a beaming effect of the scattered light [75]. In this

contribution, we will show that, by properly exploiting the SLR in a regular array of

emitters, the dielectric dimers can be a valid replacement for plasmonic scatterers

in field enhancement applications.

4.2 Results

In this section, we present the design and the performance of a SERS substrate,

consisting of a periodic array of silicon dimers. The layout with the dimensions of

the array unit cell is reported in Figure 4.2. The dimers are made of two pillars with
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a height of 360 nm and a diameter of 150 nm. The gap between the two pillars is

20 nm. The dimers are placed in an array with a square unit cell of 778×778 nm.

The substrate is made of a 100 nm thick gold mirror on top of which there is

10 nm thick spacer of fused silica (SiO2). The low index SiO2 spacer is inserted

to prevent the excitation of plasmonic waves at the interface between the dimers

and the gold substrate, in a similar fashion to what was done for other reflective

nanostructure-based substrates [77]. The refractive indices of the materials used

in the design, have been taken from literature [78, 79, 80]. When illuminated with

a normally incident plane wave, with the electric field polarized along the axis of

displacement of the dimers, a strong electric field enhancement between the two

pillars is achieved. This field enhancement is a consequence of the interference

between the incident light and the field scattered by the two pillars. The presence

of a reflective substrate allows for a second interference for the forward scattered

field, which otherwise would have been lost.

Figure 4.2: a) Top view of a unit cell of the infinite array employed in
numerical simulations. A dimer consists of two pillars separated by 20 nm
gap. The dimer is illuminated with the electric field polarized along the
direction of separation of the two pillars. b) Side view of a unit cell. The
substrate is made out of 100 nm thick layer of gold, on top of which
there is a 10 nm thick SiO2 spacer. Also plotted, with a dashed line, is
the projection of the surface used for the integration of the average EF
(see Methods).

The results of the numerical simulations of the array of dimers are reported in

Figure 4.3, where the maximum electric field enhancement within the gap is re-

ported as a function of the wavelength. From the plot, two spectral locations of

enhancement can be identified. We call the first one the Array Field Enhancement

(AFE). The AFE is positioned at around λ = 785 nm and it is characterized by

a very high value of electric field enhancement (≈ 140) and a narrowband behav-
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Figure 4.3: Maximum field enhancement along the longitudinal axis be-
tween the dimers with respect of wavelength. The AFE is located around
λ = 785 nm with a FWHM = 3 nm while the DFE is located around
λ = 850 nm and with FWHM = 90 nm.

ior (Full-Width Half Maximum, FWHM ≈ 3 nm). Several numerical simulations,

whose results are not shown here for the sake of brevity, have confirmed that this

peak originates from SLR. The spectral position of this peak, in fact, is mainly

dictated by the value of the lattice period and marginally by the geometric dimen-

sions of the dimers. Similar effects have been already noticed in periodic arrays of

plasmonic antennas [76] and in arrays of dielectric nanowires [75]. Nevertheless,

according to our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine the SLR with the

local resonances of dielectric dimers to tailor an engineered substrate for SERS

application. The proposed structure has been optimized to have the AFE located

around 785 nm. This is an excitation wavelength often used in SERS experiments

[81].

The second peak, located around λ = 850 nm, has a spectral position mainly

dependent on the geometric dimensions of the silicon pillars (diameter, height) and

gap in-between [73, 72, 69]. For this reason, we label it Dimer Field Enhancement

(DFE). The DFE is typically characterized by a smoother wavelength behavior (in

this case FWHM = 90 nm) than the AFE. The fact that the spectral positions

of AFE and DFE are almost geometrically uncoupled allows for the optimization

of a substrate for SERS experiments. In fact, the two peaks can be separately

tuned, one at the Raman excitation wavelength and the other one around the most

populated range of Raman emission wavelengths (in this case: DNA molecules [82],

phosphate [83]). General guidelines for the spectral tuning of the AFE and of the

DFE by choosing the optimal geometric parameters are reported in Appendix B.

In Figure 4.4, the electric field magnitude distribution is shown at the wavelengths
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Figure 4.4: Field enhancement distribution at wavelengths of maximum
AFE on the left a) and maximum DFE on the right b). The maximum
enhancement in the case of AFE is at the top of the dimer(314 nm from
the dimer base) and for DFE the maximum is more in the middle of the
dimer (120 nm from the dimer bottom).

of maximum AFE (a) and maximum DFE (b), respectively. From these graphs, it

is evident that the zone with the highest electric field amplitude is located at the

top of the dimers for the AFE, while at almost half height of the dimers for the

DFE. This means that the molecules that will experience the highest excitation field

will not have a comparable enhancement for the emission wavelength. However,

considering the average over a surface enclosing the dimers and the surrounding

substrate, the field enhancement is still high. The spatial shift of the maximum

field enhancement towards the top of the dimers is beneficial, because it prevents

the formation of surface waves at the dimers base interface. This limits also the

formation of plasmonic surface waves, with their related losses, which were already

limited by the insertion of the silica spacer.

In the SERS community, the EF for Raman scattering due to electromagnetic en-

hancement mechanisms is typically computed as the fourth power of the maximum

field amplitude [66]. This assumption comes from the usually employed approx-

imation that the light intensity due to the structures surrounding the samples is

almost equal at the excitation and emission wavelengths. While this works for most

plasmonics based substrates [67], which are characterized by a broadband spectral

response, this is not the case for the dielectric dimers, as it is shown in Figure 4.3.

Therefore, in order to get a better quantification of the EF, for the proposed
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Figure 4.5: Average EF shown on top of the lithium phosphate Raman
spectrum. This spectrum was taken from the RRUFF Raman spectra data
base [84] and has Raman emission lines similar to the phosphate anion.
Wavenumbers for the EF were calculated with an excitation wavelength
of ≈785 nm. Enhancement changes from 6 · 104 to 1 · 105.

structure, it is better to not not use the previously mentioned approximation, but

introduce a new definition (described in the Methods section). The EF, computed

according to the new definition, is presented in Figure 4.5. In this graph, the EF

is superimposed on the Raman emission spectrum of lithium phosphate (Li3PO4),

which is representative of other molecules that contain phosphate anions (PO3−
4 ),

among which DNA molecules. The plot shows that, for the emission peaks of the

Li3PO4 molecule, an enhancement of at least EF ≈ 6 · 104 is achieved, with a

maximum of EF ≈ 1 · 105 for the highest peak.

To estimate the EF, it is assumed that the sample molecules will be distributed

randomly over the whole SERS substrate with silicon dimers. Only those molecules,

which will end up in the zone with a high field enhancement, will contribute to the

detected Raman signal. Performing an average of the field enhancement over a

surface within the unit cell gives a better quantitative evaluation of the achievable

Raman signal. The combination and the proper spectral tuning of the AFE and

DFE provides an overall EF that is comparable to typical values of EF for plasmonics

nanostructures [72, 63, 68].
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4.3 Discussion

The use of two enhancement mechanisms, based on different geometric parameters,

allows to control each enhancement separately and therefore to easily optimize a

structure for different spectral ranges and different molecules. The AFE peak is

typically narrowband, and consequently it is suitable to enhance the excitation light,

which is generated with mostly narrowband and stable lasers. Additionally, the

spectral position of the AFE peak depends on the lattice dimensions, which can be

controlled very precisely during manufacturing. On the other hand, the DFE peak

spectral response is wider and therefore it can cover multiple emission lines. The

control of the dimer dimensions is more challenging in the manufacturing process,

however, the smoother spectral response of the DFE ensures that manufacturing

tolerances will not have a significant effect on the total enhancement.

For this design, the structure has been optimized targeting an excitation wavelength

of a standard Raman laser with λ = 785 nm and to the emission lines of phosphate

anion (PO3−
4 ) molecules [81]. Nevertheless, a similar structure can be designed for

a DNA molecule, which has similar characteristics for the Raman spectrum[82]. In

the case of phosphate molecules, an additional advantage of dielectric dimers has to

be mentioned. Phosphate and other oxyanions have low affinity for gold and silver,

which prevents them from sticking to the surface. This makes plasmonics-based

SERS substrates difficult to be used for their analysis[83]. On the contrary, owing

to the completely dielectric nature of the surface interaction, this design perfectly

suits this type of application.

The EF computed in this paper is obtained through an averaging operation over the

unit cell surface and it takes into account the different values of field enhancement

at the excitation and emission wavelengths. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the

maximum AFE and DFE do not spatially overlap, and they are quite localized

in narrow volumes within the gap of the pillars. Therefore, considering only the

maximum AFE2 ≈ 1402 and DFE2 ≈ 552 within the dimers will lead to an

overestimated EF ≈ 6 · 107. This level of EF is obviously not physical, since the

molecule cannot be placed at a position where both maximums occur. A correct

estimation of the EF requires to consider simultaneously the AFE and DFE at each

point in space. The product of the two spatially variable field enhancements, at

the two different wavelengths, gives a maximum EFmax ≈ 1 · 107 (Figure 4.6).

This is localized in a small volume around the top of the dimers. With a control
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mechanism, which allows to place the molecule at exactly this position, this EFmax

can be accessed with high repeatability. In a more general case, when this control

mechanism is absent, we need to invoke an averaging operation.

Figure 4.6: Spatial distribution of local EF, calculated for excitation
wavelength of ≈785 nm and for emission wavelength of DFE maximum.
The maximum EF is located at the top of the dimer, with the maximum
value EFmax ≈ 1 · 107. Beside hot spot at the top of the dimer, there
are two additional regions with high EF, located at the middle and close
to the bottom of the dimer.

A definition based on a spatial average over a surface enclosing the pillars and the

neighboring substrate, Figure 4.2, will lead to EF ≈ 1 · 105. The mathematical

formulation of this averaging process is reported in the Methods section. This

value of EF is comparable to the one obtained with the plasmonic scatterers [63]

EF ≈ 1 · 104− 106. Higher values of average EF ≈ 1 · 108 have been obtained with

pairs of plasmonic inclusions separated by tiny gaps [68]. For the case of dielectric

dimers, reduction of the gap provides also a boost in field enhancement. However,

for this work we fix the gap to 20 nm. To get these gaps dedicated nanofabrication

techniques must be employed [69]. In our computation of the EF, any effect on

molecule orientation is neglected. In this sense, the EF here computed must be

interpreted as the highest accessible EF.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this contribution, we have presented the design of an array of silicon dimers

to be used as a SERS substrate. By a properly exploiting the AFE and DFE

spectral peaks, the EF can be maximized up to levels of around 105, which are

close to the values of the typical metallic nanostructures, commonly employed in

SERS experiments. The exploitation of the lattice resonance provides an additional

strong peak, the AFE, which allows to obtain an EF larger than for typical structures

employing dielectric dimers [73, 72, 69]. Moreover, field enhancement hotspots are

located far from the gold substrate, and so issues related to the heating, typical

of plasmonic nanostructures, are avoided [82]. This allows the use of a higher

intensity laser. The presence of the gold reflector provides an additional path for

the interference between the incident and the scattered field, which leads to a

higher field enhancement. These results pave the way for a more extended use of

dielectric dimers arrays for SERS experiments.

4.5 Methods

4.5.1 Simulations of the periodic array

The Finite Element Method electromagnetic commercial software Ansys HFSS has

been used to perform the numerical simulations [85]. The simulation model con-

sists of one unit cell with one dimer (two pillars). Top and bottom surfaces of the

simulation volume are defined as Floquet ports, invoking periodic boundary con-

ditions. All propagating modes within the unit cell have been used. The electric

field maps, computed within the unit cell at different wavelengths, have been used

to compute the enhancement parameters.

4.5.2 Computation of the SERS enhancement factor

The method proposed for the calculation of the EF accurately represents the situ-

ation of experimental measurements. It is assumed that the sample molecules are

deposited on the substrate surface. That can be done by drying a solution of water

and sample molecules. It can be expected that the molecules would be uniformly

distributed over the whole surface. Parts of these molecules would end up far from
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the dimers, but some of them would be attached to the sides of the pillars and

positioned inside the gap. The ones inside the gap would experience a strong field

enhancement and would also contribute the most to the total signal. To represent

this distribution, we have generated equally spaced (1 × 1 nm) points at 1 nm

away from model surface (dashed line in Figure 4.2b). Then, we have calculated

the EF, averaged over the whole surface, according to Equation (4.1):

EF(λemis) =
1
A

∫
A

( Ei(λexcit ,r)
E0

)2 × ( Ei(λemis ,r)
E0

)2dr, (4.1)

where A is the surface enclosing the dimers (Figure 4.2) and E0 is the electric

field magnitude of the incident light. In Equation (4.1), we have averaged the

product of the electric field intensity enhancement at the excitation wavelength

(λexcit ≈ 785 nm) and the electric field intensity enhancement at the emission

wavelength λemis. The EF is shown in Figure 4.5. The choice for a surface integral

rather than a volume integral within the cell is dictated by the fact that sample

molecules will stick to the surface during Raman measurements.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Using the Near-Field Optical
Trapping Effect of a

Dielectric Metasurface to
Improve SERS Enhancement

for Virus Detection1

Abstract / The effect of optical trapping on the enhancement factor for Raman spec-
troscopy using a dielectric metasurface was investigated. It was found that a higher
enhancement factor (up to 275%) can be obtained in an immersed substrate compared to
a dried substrate, for which the particles (radius r = 9 nm, refractive index n = 1.58)
are fixed on the surface. The observed high enhancement is obtained at low concentra-
tions because the particles are trapped preferentially in the regions of highest electric field
(hotspots). For high concentrations the hotspots become saturated with particles and
additional particles are forced to occupy regions of lower field. This effect is taken into
account a posteriori. The dielectric metasurface offers low optical absorption by the sub-
strate compared to conventional gold substrates, which can be important for temperature-
sensitive applications. The method shows potential for applications in crystal nucleation,
where high solute supersaturation can be achieved near the high-field regions of the meta-
surface. The high sensitivity for SERS (surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy) at low
analyte concentrations makes the proposed method highly promising for detection of small
biological particles, such as proteins or viruses.

1Parts of this chapter were published in J4 and T4
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5.1 Introduction

Raman spectroscopy is an effective technique for reliable label-free molecular de-

tection and identification. This is useful for a wide range of applications includ-

ing medical diagnostics, forensics and defense. The ability to detect and identify

molecules from small samples can be used to quickly and accurately pinpoint the

signatures of infectious agents, which could be valuable for hard-to-detect species,

such as viruses. Other sensing applications include identifying pigments, trace

elements of explosives or narcotics, and toxic agents or environmental pollutants.

In traditional Raman spectroscopy, incident radiation is inelastically scattered, and

provides the vibrational spectrum of an analyte; however, this is a very weak

phenomenon with only 1 in 106 − 1010 photons exciting vibrational modes [15].

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is used to boost the scattered sig-

nal power, by increasing the electric-field intensity local to the analyte [16]. SERS

can be achieved using a nano-structured substrate, such as a metasurface, to pro-

duce regions of high electric field (hotspots) [86]. For analyte molecules in these

field hotspots, the SERS signal can be increased by an enhancement factor of up

to 108 [87]. The hotspots are, however, highly localized to specific regions of the

substrate; only a small proportion of the analyte experiences the high field, leading

to ∼ 2% of the analyte producing ∼ 98% of the SERS signal [88].

In the majority of cases, metasurface substrates are plasmonic in nature, making use

of localized surface-plasmon resonances (LSPRs) to provide the field enhancement

near the surface. These oscillations in electron density can be induced by incident

radiation coupling with the free electrons in a metallic substrate [17]. The incident

radiation is absorbed by free electrons close to the metal surface, providing the

additional kinetic energy for the LSPRs. This can lead to not only loss of signal

power, but also to Joule heating of the metal and its local environment, which has

the potential to perturb or even damage both the substrate and analyte [89].

As proposed by Caldarola et al., dielectric metasurfaces have the potential to pro-

duce SERS enhancement equivalent to that of plasmonic substrates [89]. By com-

parison to conventional noble-metal nanostructures, one clear advantage of the

dimer metasurface is the reduced heating due to optical absorption. The concept

of a dielectric metasurface was developed further, by Černigoj et al., who designed

an array of silicon nanopillar dimers (i.e., pairs of pillars) above a gold mirror, which
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was shown to provide a large SERS enhancement factor when the dimensions were

optimized [90].

The coupling of Mie resonances induced between two cylindrical nanopillars pro-

duces a region of increased field intensity in the gap between the pillars. This dimer

field enhancement (DFE) resonance provides a field enhancement for a range of

incident frequencies, and is tuneable by adjusting the dimer dimensions [90]. This

allows the enhancement to be tuned to the range of emission frequencies of the

Raman scattered radiation. Coupling also occurs between the dimers in the array,

producing a sharp, narrowband, array field enhancement (AFE). This can be ad-

justed by changing the period of the array, and can be tuned to the wavelength of

the incident light source for maximum enhancement [90]. The AFE and DFE being

largely uncoupled geometrically allows for the resonances to be tuned independently

to provide maximum enhancement for a particular analyte species.

The SERS enhancement factor (EF) calculated by Černigoj et al. assumes a uni-

form distribution of analyte particles immobilized over a dry surface (e.g., in air);

therefore only a small percentage of particles by chance fall within the enhanced

field regions. If a larger number of the analyte particles were present in the highest

field regions, the EF would be greatly increased. One way to achieve this is to

implement optical trapping. Similar antennae structures have been used in fluid to

produce the electric field gradients necessary for dielectrophoresis of nanoscale par-

ticles [91]. For particles with refractive index greater than the surrounding fluid, the

field gradient provides a force in the direction of increasing field intensity, driving

the particles to the highest field regions.

Performing the SERS measurement in fluid allows the analyte particles to explore

the liquid volume above the metasurface. This is unlike taking the measurement

in air, where the particles would only be fixed on the substrate surface: therefore,

a modification to the computation of the EF is required. The modified expression

for calculating EF in a volume is given in the Methods section.

As we shall discuss below, a novel application of field-enhanced trapping is to induce

crystal nucleation, as demonstrated by Masuhara, Sugiyama and co-workers [92,

93, 94]. A significant application where our proposed SERS enhancement method

could be particularly important, is in the detection and identification of biological

macromolecules, proteins, viruses, or virus fragments [95, 96]. Due to their small

size and relatively low concentration in the body, viruses can be difficult to detect
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spectroscopically. Such species can also be highly sensitive, even to moderate

temperatures (> 37◦ C). By concentrating the virus analyte particles in the high

field regions of the nanostructure, the boosted signal could facilitate identification

by increasing the signal-noise ratio of the Raman spectrum. For example, Polio is a

small enterovirus, approximately 25–30 nm in diameter (refractive index, n = 1.61

± 0.06) which could be localized for enhanced detection by Raman spectroscopy

[97]. The use of plasmon-based SERS sensors, coupled with data analysis strategies

employing artificial intelligence methods, have been emphasized in particular for

SARS-Cov-2, the virus responsible for the Covid-19 pandemic [96].

5.2 Results

Here we present a dielectric nanopillar dimer array for optimized performance in

water. For details of the simulation and optimization procedures, see Appendix C.

The substrate consists of a 100 nm thick gold mirror, coated with 10 nm of fused

quartz (SiO2), above which the array of silicon dimers is located. A square unit

cell of 556 × 556 nm is used, with two silicon nanopillars spaced by 20 nm, as

shown in Fig. 5.1. The pillars have height 333 nm and diameter 139 nm.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a) Top view of a unit cell of the infinite array employed
in numerical simulations. The unit cell (556 × 556 nm) incorporates a
dimer consisting of two crystalline silicon pillars separated by a 20 nm
gap. (b) Side view of a unit cell. The substrate consists of a 10 nm
thick fused quartz spacer above a 100 nm thick gold mirror. The array
is immersed in water.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Scattered field magnitude when a plane wave is incident from
above polarized parallel to the axis through the centre of both cylindrical
nanoparticles with wavelength (a) 785 nm, the SERS excitation wave-
length and (b) 850 nm, the center of the SERS emission band.

The scattered electric field distribution produced by the metasurface is shown in

Fig. 5.2. The metasurface was illuminated with a normally incident plane wave

polarized along the x-axis, as indicated in the figure. The configuration shown in

Fig. 5.2 provides the required sharp electric field resonance at the SERS excitation

wavelength (785 nm), and broad resonance around 850 nm in the SERS emission

wavelength region. The maximum field enhancement occurs in the hotspot between

the nanodimers: the results for the array immersed in water are shown in Fig. 5.3,

compared to the maximum field enhancement by the metasurface of Černigoj et

al. in air.

The results presented in Fig. 5.3 show that the maximum field enhancement pos-

sible in air is more than 50% larger for the majority of the wavelength range of

interest, than what is achievable in water. The difference between the refractive

indices of crystalline silicon and air is larger than the difference between the refrac-

tive indices of silicon and water. Therefore, stronger resonances between dimers

are achieved in air. This is, however, not the only factor that contributes to the

magnitude of the EF. Assuming a uniform distribution of analyte particles within

the unit volume, the EF was calculated and is presented as a function of Raman

shift in Fig. 5.4, in comparison to the EF for molecules immobilized at the air-array

interface achieved by Černigoj et al.[90]

When analyte particles are suspended in fluid, they can move freely within the
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Figure 5.3: Maximum local field enhancement within the unit cell of
the crystalline silicon dimer metasurface in water and air, with plane
wave incident light polarized along the axis through the centre of both
cylindrical nanoparticles. Sweeping incident wavelengths from 750 nm to
950 nm, shows a narrow peak at 785 nm due to the lattice resonance,
the array field enhancement (AFE) and a broad peak at 862 nm due to
the dimer resonance, the dimer field enhancement (DFE).

volume. Taking into account the gradient force, the distribution of particles is no

longer uniform, with a higher density of particles in the high-field regions than the

low-field regions. To model this distribution, an algorithm was developed to track

the position of particles under the influence of the electric field distribution. Details

of this modeling tool, including relevant equations, are given in Methods. Taking

into account random thermal noise (i.e., Brownian motion), gravity, and Stokes

drag, the modeling tool can predict the effect of the localized field enhancement

produced by the dimer metasurface. The resulting distribution can be used to

calculate the effect of the optical confinement on the EF of the SERS substrate.

By releasing a regular array of particles within the unit cell and tracking their

position over time, under the influence of the external forces, the individual EF for

each particle can be calculated, in its initial position and at the position after a

certain amount of time has passed. By using a large number, and summing over all

particles, the total volumetric EF of the system can be estimated using Eq. (5.12)

given in the Section 5.5.

972 polystyrene nanosphere particles (n = 1.58) of diameter 18 nm (similar

to a polio virus) were released within the unit cell (0.7018µm3), in a regular
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Figure 5.4: Enhancement factor using a excitation wavelength of 785 nm,
averaged over the unit cell fluid volume for the SERS substrate in water
and averaged over the surface of the SERS substrate in air, for Raman
shift values between 400 and 1800 cm−1.

9 × 9 × 12 array, and the positions tracked over time. Fig. 5.5 shows the initial

positions (blue dots), and the positions after 1 and 10 ms (red dots), respectively,

under the influence of a 50 mW µm−2 incident plane wave.

Fig. 5.6 shows the calculated initial and final EF (after 1 ms and 10 ms) with

incident plane-wave powers of 20, 50, and 100 mW µm−2, respectively. The

integrated surface EF in air (cf. Fig. 5.4) is shown for comparison.

The model used assumes a stationary electric field and does not take into account

the effect of the particles on the field over time. One potential issue with this model

is that, if the gap between the dimers is filled with a large number of particles,

the field enhancement could be reduced. This effect was investigated by placing a

polystyrene ellipsoid, with a volume equivalent to that of approximately 6 particles,

at the highest field region, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The resulting maximum field

enhancement is shown in Fig. 5.7b (top). A small shift of +0.7 nm in the lattice

resonance (AFE) peak wavelength is observed. This shift in resonance leads to

the EF being almost an order of magnitude lower when a 20 mW µm−2, 785 nm

source is used, as shown in Fig. 5.7b (bottom).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Top view of a single unit cell illustrating the trapping effect
of the local field enhancement. The color scale indicates the electric
field magnitude. The blue dots represent the initial particle positions in
a regular array. The red dots represent the particle positions after (a)
1 ms, and (b) 10 ms, under influence of the external field. Dots with a
slightly darker color indicate that they are behind the plane where the field
magnitude is shown. The external field was produced by a plane wave
incident from above with wavelength 785 nm and power 50 mW µm−2,
polarized along the axis through the centers of both nanoantennae (x-
axis). The number of particles in initial positions appears lower due to
their vertical alignment (along z) in the array.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Particle overlap

The tracking algorithm we have used tracks the centers of particles, and therefore

allows for particles to overlap in space. For infinitely hard particles, this would of

course produce nonphysical results. However, the method allows us to examine

cases where particles can be considered soft, e.g., biological macromolecules; or

are able to aggregate or merge, e.g., nanodroplets of solute as precursors for crystal

nucleation.[98, 99] To quantify the overlap, the percentage of particles that were

separated by less than one diameter from the nearest neighbor was calculated. By

taking random draws of a fixed number of particles from the spatial distribution

after trapping, the percentage overlap for different concentrations was estimated,

as shown in Table 5.1.

For a trapping period of 10 ms the overlap percentages are above 37%, indicating

that particles will tend to aggregate. For a trapping time of 1 ms, the percent-
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Figure 5.6: Calculated enhancement factors after 1 ms (dashed lines)
and 10 ms (solid lines) of an incident plane wave (wavelength 785 nm)
with intensity 20, 50 and 100 mW µm−2, respectively. The integrated
surface enhancement factor in air (cf. Fig. 5.4) (solid blue line) is shown
for comparison.

age overlap is noticeably lower for equivalent concentration and input power. This

difference in overlap is consistent with the observation that laser-trapping crystal-

lization requires longer trapping times [92, 94]. For a trapping time of 1 ms it can

be seen (Table 5.1) that the percentage overlap is strongly dependent on concen-

tration. For an input power of 20 mW µm−2 the percentage overlap doubles as

the concentration increases by an order of magnitude.

For hard spheres, the high percentages of overlap shown in Table 5.1 indicate that

the EFs shown in Fig. 5.4 are likely to be overestimated. In the extreme case of

low concentration, when less than one particle per unit cell is present (2.4 nM), all

the EFs shown in Fig. 5.4 will be accurate.

Comparing the overlap after 1 ms at 0.024 µM and 100 mW µm−2 (13%) with

overlap at 0.23 µM at 20 mW µm−2 (11%), we might expect the EF for the lower

power to be more accurate. However, close examination of the random draws at

low concentration, but high power, shows that ∼ 50% of the draws are without

any overlap, i.e., most of the overlap occurs in a very selective region. Therefore,

in half of the illuminated unit cell, the EF of Fig. 5.4 is correct. For concentrations

up to 0.024 µM and a trapping time of 1 ms, we estimate a lower bound for the

EF of 104.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: (a) Scattered electric field magnitude (incident wavelength
785 nm) showing a polystyrene ellipsoid (black) at the point of highest
field magnitude. The ellipsoid was chosen to simulate the presence of a
few particles trapped within the dimer. In (b) the effect of including the
polystyrene ellipsoid is shown: (top) the resulting maximum local field
enhancement within the unit cell of the metasurface; (bottom) the SERS
enhancement factor.
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Input Power
/ mW µm−2

Concentration
/ µM

% overlap
after 1 ms

% overlap
after 10 ms

20
2.3 21 55
0.23 11 51
0.024 4.7 48

50
2.3 44 80
0.23 33 74
0.024 9.5 37

100
2.3 49 88
0.23 38 86
0.024 13 54

Table 5.1: The percentage of overlapping particles after optical trapping.

5.3.2 Trapping far from the substrate

Since optical trapping could occur at any position where the field gradient is high,

we tested whether trapping occurred at a location in the liquid far from the sub-

strate. As a first approximation, far from the substrate, we assume that the sub-

strate acts as gold mirror. If we also assume that both the mirror and liquid are

lossless, the standard solution of a standing wave above a perfect electric conductor

(PEC) is obtained:

E(z) = 2 sin(kz,f z)Ein, (5.1)

where kz,f is the wavenumber in the fluid, and Ein is the amplitude of the electric

field of the incident plane wave. The maximum field-gradient magnitude ∇|E|2max

for this solution is given by:

∇|E|2max = 4kz,fE2
in. (5.2)

Using Eq. (5.2), the optical force on a particle far from the substrate under

100 mW µm−2 illumination is 11.7 fN. The random thermal force vector (FT)

on the particle is described by a stationary stochastic process with a mean and

auto-correlation function [100]:

E (FT (t)) = 0, (5.3)

E
(

FT (t) FT
(
t′
))

= 2Dδ
(
t− t′

)
. (5.4)

Here D = 6πηrpkBT, where η is viscosity, rp is the particle radius, kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. Note that D is not identical to the
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diffusion coefficient of the Stokes-Einstein equation, since it is no longer related

to the diffusion directly, but to the force that causes the diffusion. From these

properties it can be found that the expected magnitude of the force vector is given

by: √
E (FT (t) FT (t)) =

√
12πηrpkBT. (5.5)

In the present case for particles (rp = 9 nm suspended in water (η = 0.890

cP) at room temperature (T = 298 K) a force of 35.0 fN is obtained. Since

the thermal force is approximately 3 times larger than the maximum optical force

at a position far from the substrate, no trapping will occur there. Therefore, no

additional correction on EF is required.

5.3.3 Effect of input power on optical trapping and EF

Once the conditions, under which the obtained EF are valid, have been determined,

a closer look can be taken at the effect of the input power on the system. As

noted in the Results section, the EF for SERS in water is lower than in air due

to reduced dielectric contrast. However, as shown in Fig. 5.6, after the particles

have been under the influence of the field for 10 ms, the EF shows 1–2 orders of

magnitude increase compared to one without trapping in Fig. 5.4, with an additional

dependence on the input power. After only 1 ms, the EF in water is similar to the

surface enhancement in air, showing a minimum EF of ∼ 104 at 1800 cm−1. It

appears that the gain in EF produced by the trapping of particles has less effect

at higher Raman shifts. This is likely due to changes in the field distribution, with

the SERS emission hotspots shifted in spatial position with respect to the hotspots

of the incident 785 nm wavelength, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.2.

When the trapping simulations are run for 10 ms the EF is almost always larger

than the surface EF in air, for all incident excitation powers. Remarkably, however,

we find that the EF at 20 mW µm−2 is higher than at 100 mW µm−2 (Fig. 5.6).

This can be traced back to the field gradient on the outer edge of the dimers. At

the lower power, the gradient forces acting on particles in the high-field regions

at the outer edges of the dimer, are not strong enough to overcome the thermal

fluctuations. This allows particles to escape from these local field maxima, allowing

the particles to sample the significantly higher-field hotspot between the dimers.

For 50 mW µm−2 and above, the majority of particles become trapped in these
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local potential minima, and therefore do not benefit from the largest enhancement

in the dimer gap. The optical forces for the different input powers can be found in

the Appendix C.

5.3.4 Spectral shift

As shown in Figure 5.7b, a shift in the AFE surface lattice resonance (SLR) peak

of +0.7 nm was observed when placing a small ellipsoid between the pillars of the

dimer, and this shift resulted in a decrease in the EF of about 1 order of magnitude.

Such a reduction could be mitigated by modulating the laser source to increase its

bandwidth: this is undesirable for the SERS application, since it would reduce the

spectral resolution. Another option would be to use a tunable laser to keep the

dimers at resonance. A simpler alternative would be tilting the illumination with

respect to the substrate during the measurement. It is a well known property of

SLRs that they blue shift with an increase in angle, [101] and this could be used

to compensate the red shift due to particle concentration.

5.3.5 Application to crystal nucleation

As noted in the Introduction, a novel application of the proposed dielectric dimer

array would be to induce crystal nucleation by field-enhanced trapping.[92, 93, 94]

In the two-step nucleation model for crystal nucleation, dense, nanometer-scale,

liquid-like droplets or clusters are considered to form spontaneously. It is believed

that these species transform to become crystal nuclei.[102, 103] The electric-field

gradient formed by focusing a laser can act to attract and concentrate these clus-

ters, even if they are too small to trap.[104]

Niinomi et al. demonstrated crystal nucleation by focusing a continuous-wave

(CW) laser (1064 nm, 20 mW) onto a 2D Au-nanolattice immersed in an aqueous

solution of acetaminophen (the popular analgesic).[93] Crystals formed after ∼
100 ms in an annular ring approximately 19 µm outside the 2 µm-diameter focal

spot. The ring is formed because of a balance between the localized electric-

field gradient force (attractive) and thermophoretic force (repulsive) due to local

heating. This high degree of control over crystallization not only offers fundamental

insights into nucleation mechanisms, it shows great potential for discovery of new

crystal polymorphs, e.g., as desired by the pharmaceutical industry [105, 106, 107].
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5.4 Conclusions

In summary, it has been shown that a dielectric dimer array, with free analyte par-

ticles in aqueous solution, can achieve higher SERS EFs than an equivalent array

in air, with fixed analyte particles. The higher EFs are due to optical trapping of

particles, which localize around the electric-field hotspots. The results demonstrate

a maximum obtainable EF of 1.5× 105 after 10 ms of optical trapping, approxi-

mately 275% higher than can be obtained with a dry substrate. For hard particles,

this high EF is only obtained at low concentrations (∼ 2.4 nM). At higher concen-

trations, the particles compete and the electric-field hotspots become saturated:

excess particles tend to localize in positions of lower electric field.

For concentrations up to 0.024 µM and a trapping time of 1 ms, a lower bound for

the worst case maximum enhancement of 104 was estimated. This is approximately

25% of the best obtainable EF for a dried substrate. It was shown that increasing

the illuminated power does not necessarily lead to higher EFs. For intensities higher

than 20 mW µm−2 particles became trapped in local potential minima, where the

EF is lower than the electric-field hotspot between the dimer pillars. For SERS

applications it is therefore recommended to use immersed dimers for low analyte

concentrations at low incident laser powers.

A promising advantage of the immersed dielectric dimer array configuration detailed

here is the relative reduction in heating due to absorption compared to noble-metal

substrates. For this reason, a novel application of the immersed dimer arrays could

be laser-induced crystal nucleation, where the electric-field hotspots act to increase

the local concentration of solute molecules and cluster particles. Moreover, the

array configuration shows tremendous promise for localizing and enhancing SERS

signals from biological macromolecules, such as proteins and viruses.

5.5 Methods

5.5.1 Simulation of electric field enhancement

The electric field distribution was simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics® Ver-

sion 5.4. An optical plane-wave input was applied to a port at the top of the unit

cell, with an empty port at the bottom (i.e., along the z direction, see Figure 5.1).

Both ports are periodic, with periodic boundary conditions also applied to the faces
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of the unit cell in the x and y directions. The scattered field was simulated for input

wavelengths 750 to 950 nm in increments of 1 nm, with the power normalized to

produce a background field of 1 V m−1. The scattered field was used to compute

the enhancement factor. An optical plane-wave input of wavelength 785 nm and

power of 5 mW µm−2 was used to simulate the scattered field when calculating the

dielectrophoretic force on a particle in proximity to the metasurface. A multiplier

was included to the force to model an optical field with power inputs of 20, 50 and

100 mW µm−2, respectively.

5.5.2 Simulation of optical trapping

A particle-tracing algorithm was built in MATLAB R2019a, using velocity Verlet-

type differential equations, modified to keep the energy of the system from diverging

due to the timestep-dependence of Brownian motion, as described by Grønbech-

Jensen et al..[108]

r{n+1} = r{n} + b dt v{n}p +
b dt2

2mp
F{n} +

b dt
2mp

β{n}, (5.6)

v{n+1}
p = v{n}p +

dt
2mp

(
F{n} + F{n+1}

)
− α

m

(
r{n+1} − r{n}

)
+
β{n+1}

mp
. (5.7)

The terms are explained in Table 5.2.

A timestep size of 10−9 s was chosen because, for a nanometer scale particle in

free space, the average velocity is of the order 1 m s−1, so this gives a position

shift of ∼ 1 nm per timestep. The total external force can be expressed as F{n} =

F{n}e + Fg where Fe is the dielectrophoretic force given in Eq. (5.8) and Fg is the

force due to gravity given in Eq. (5.9).

Fe = 2πr3
pε0 Re(εf)Re

(
εp −εf

εp + 2εf

)
∇|E|2 (5.8)

The dielectrophoretic force is dependent on the gradient of the square of the field

magnitude, ∇|E|2, the particle radius, rp, and dielectric constant of the particle,
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Variable Definition
r{n+1} position at timestep n + 1
r{n} position at timestep n
b =

(
1 +α dt/2mp

)−1 correction term
α = mp/τp friction coefficient
τp relaxation time

v{n}p particle velocity at timestep n
F{n} total external force (excluding drag and random

thermal fluctuations) at timestep n
β = r

√
2αkBT/dt thermal white noise

T temperature (298 K)
kB Boltzmann constant
dt timestep

Table 5.2: Definition of all variables used in the optical trapping algo-
rithm

εp, and surrounding fluid, εf.

Fg = −uzmpg
(
ρp − ρf

ρp

)
, (5.9)

where mp is the particle mass, g is the gravitational acceleration 9.81 ms−2, ρp is

the density of the particle and ρf is the density of the surrounding fluid.

The scattered field generated in COMSOL was imported into MATLAB, and pe-

riodic boundary conditions were implemented in the x and y directions to model

the infinite substrate, so a particle that leaves the unit cell would re-enter from the

opposite side. Elastic collision conditions were implemented on the substrate and

dimer surfaces.

5.5.3 Computation of Enhancement factor

The study by Černigoj et al. defined EF as in Eq. (5.10). [90] This is the total

enhancement factor, integrated over the substrate surface.

EF(ω0,ωR) =
1
A

∫
S

∣∣∣∣Eloc(ω0, r)
E0

∣∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣∣Eloc(ωR, r)
E0

∣∣∣∣2 dS. (5.10)

EF(ω0,ωR) is the enhancement factor averaged over the whole substrate surface,

A is the surface area of the substrate, Eloc(ω0, r) is the electric field magnitude

at incident frequency ω0, and point r on the surface, Eloc(ωR, r) is the electric
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field magnitude at emission frequency ωR and point r on the surface, and E0 is

the background field magnitude, before enhancement.

In a fluid, Eq. (5.10) must be modified to integrate over the fluid volume, V,

surrounding the dimers in the unit cell, as Eq. (5.11).

EF(ω0,ωR) =
1
V

∫
V

∣∣∣∣Eloc(ω0, r)
E0

∣∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣∣Eloc(ωR, r)
E0

∣∣∣∣2 dV. (5.11)

To obtain the EF from the metasurface while taking into account trapping, a regular

array of 9 × 9 × 12 particles (972 particles) was released within the unit cell and

the enhancement factor was computed at the initial time, after 1 ms and 10 ms.

Instead of integrating over the whole volume, the summation over the local field

enhancement for each particle was used, as in Eq. (5.12).

EF(ω0,ωR) =
1
N ∑

N

∣∣∣∣Eloc(ω0, r(t))
E0

∣∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣∣Eloc(ωR, r(t))
E0

∣∣∣∣2, (5.12)

where N is the number of particles, and r(t) in this case is the position of each

particle within the volume at time t after release from uniform distribution.

5.5.4 Optimisation of structure

The metasurface design of Černigoj et al. was used as a starting point. How-

ever, this surface was optimized to produce maximum field enhancement when the

surrounding medium is air. For the equivalent optimization in water, as required

for the mobility of particles influenced by the electric field gradient, the dimen-

sions must be adjusted due to the different refractive index of water. The period

of the dimer unit cells was divided by the refractive index of water at 785 nm

(n = 1.33), with minor adjustments made to produce maximum enhancement.

This gives a unit cell with side length 556 nm. Keeping the 20 nm gap between the

nanocylinders, their dimensions (height and diameter) were adjusted, using a factor

of the refractive index ratio between silicon and air, and silicon and water, both at

785 nm (a factor of 1.13). Minor further numerical adjustments were made to the

input parameters to achieve maximum enhancement, giving optimized dimers with

height 333 nm, and diameter 139 nm.
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CHAPTER SIX

Multilayer DDA1

Abstract / In this chapter the discrete dipole method is described. The viability of using
iterative solvers for this method is investigated. It was found that, for problems where the
dipoles are placed far apart an iterative solver greatly reduced the solving time, around 1
order of magnitude decrease. For problems, where the dipoles are placed close together
a preconditioner is required for effective use of an iterative solver. Finally it is discussed
in detail how the DDA method can be extend for a multilayered background media. It
was shown that the Green’s function can be computed up to numerical accuracy. Also
the Electric field for dimer test case is compared to a commercial FEM tool.

6.1 Introduction

The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) is a method for computing the scattering

by arbitrarily shaped dielectric objects. In this method the scatterer is discretized

into a set of polarizable dipoles. By finding the polarization of these dipoles under

the influence of a exiting field while also taking into account the coupling between

the dipoles, the scattered field outside of the scatterer can be computed. This

method was first introduced by Purcell and Pennypacker in 1973 [18], where it was

used to determine the extinction, scattering and absorption cross sections of inter-

stellar dust particles. Since then, several improvements to the DDA method have

been made. In 1994, Draine and Flatau introduced a conjugate gradient method to

iteratively find the polarization of the dipoles [109]. A closer look into the potential

benefits of this method will be discussed in Sec. 6.3. Furthermore, an alternative

1parts of this chapter were published in and C6
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expression for polarizability was developed by Draine and Goodman [110], where

originally the Clausius–Mossotti relation was used to compute the polarizability of

the dipoles. The latter is exact for the static case, i.e. the wavelength of excitation

is much larger than the diameter of the dipoles. Instead, the lattice dispersion

relation (LDR) was derived. In this derivation, the polarizability of an infinite array

of dipoles was derived such that it has a dispersion relation identical to that of

the bulk material. Several codes have been developed for different applications,

such as periodic scatterers in a homogeneous medium [111], scatterers near a sub-

strate [112, 113], scatterers inside a film [114]. An extension of the DDA for

scatters in a stratified background medium will be discussed in Sec. 6.4.

6.2 DDA method

In the DDA method, a scatterer is discretized as a set of point dipoles on a rect-

angular grid with the lattice constant d. Each of these dipoles will get polarized

(P j) based on its polarizability (α j) due to the total local field (E j). This relation

is given by

P j = α jE j. (6.1)

The polarizability of the dipole is typically given by Clausius–Mossotti relation [18]:

αCM =
3d3

4π
εr − 1
εr + 2

, (6.2)

with εr the relative permittivity of the dipole. A popular alternative is the polariz-

ability given by the LDR [110]:

αLDR =
αCM

1 + (αCM/d3)
(
(b1 +εrb3 +εrb3S) (kd)2 − (2 j/3) (kd)2

) ,

(6.3)

b1 = −1.891531,

b2 = 0.1648469,

b3 = −1.7700004,

S =
3

∑
q=1

(
âq êq

)2 ,

(6.4)
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with â and ê, the propagation direction and polarization direction of the incident

field, respectively. For anisotropic materials, a full polarizablity tensor can be

defined.

The total field at the dipole consist not only of the local incident field (Einc, j) but

also of the field scattered by the other dipoles. The field a the jth dipole is thus

given by:

E j = Einc, j − ∑
k 6= j

A jkP j, (6.5)

where A jk is given by the dyadic Green’s function of the dipole. By rearranging

(6.1) and (6.5), a linear expression for the polarization of a dipole is found as

Einc, j = α
−1
j P j − ∑

k 6= j
A jkP j. (6.6)

Combining these expressions for all the N dipoles results in a 3N× 3N interaction

matrix M is obtained, with which the relation can be cast in the form

Einc = MP. (6.7)

By solving this system of equations, the polarization of the dipoles can be found.

Once the polarization of the dipoles is known, the electric field is computed by

summing up the contributions from all the dipoles and the incident field.

6.3 Investigation iterative solution strategy

When solving a scattering problem, the scattering object should be discretized

sufficiently fine. A requirement is that the lattice constant of the dipole grid (d) is

small with respect to the wavelength in the medium and its attenuation constant,

i.e.

d <
λ0

2π |n + jk| , (6.8)

where λ0 is the vacuum wavelength, n and k are the real and imaginary part of the

refractive index. From this sampling criterion, it can be seen that strong dielectrics

(high n) and metals (high k) require very fine sampling. This in turn leads to a

large system of equations, in the form of (6.6), to be solved. Since the interaction

matrix has no special form, i.e. in general it is only block symmetric, no optimized
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direct linear-algebra solver can be used to obtain the solution in a direct manner.

However, it is known that for large problems iterative solvers can converge rapidly

to approximate the solution. In order to test if iterative solvers are effective for the

DDA, two test cases are considered below.

6.3.1 Random cloud test case

The first test case consist of a random cloud of particles located in free space. This

is a bit of an atypical application for the DDA method. Instead of using dipole to

model a continuum of material inside the scatterer, the dipoles represent individual

particles that are in the Rayleigh regime [115]. An examples is the scattering of a

rain cloud by a weather radar. Since the dipoles no longer represent a continuum

of material, the sampling condition of e.q. 6.8 does not need to be met. However,

the condition was still used to determine the dipole diameter, since it also indicates

that a particle of that size is in the Rayleigh regime. The simulation settings are

summarized in Table 6.1.

Property Value
Excitation wavelength 530 nm
Dipole material Silicon [116] (n = 4.15, k = 0.033)
Dipole diameter (d) 20 nm
Number of dipoles 2048
Simulation volume 8 µm3

Particle density 256 µm−3

Table 6.1: Simulation settings for the random cloud test case.

With these settings, one hundred interaction matrices were generated. For these

matrices, each with a different set of random dipoles, the average condition num-

ber was determined to be 2.21± 0.14. The low condition number indicates that

iterative methods are likely to converge quickly. To validate this, both the built-in

direct solver and iterative solvers supplemented with the IDRS solver [117] were

tested in MATLAB R2019b [118]. The application was set to run as a single thread

to ensure that no difference would occur due to more parallelization of code. The

time required to solve only the system of equations (so solving (6.7)) and the num-

ber of iterations required to reach a relative residual error of at most 10−6, are

shown in Fig. 6.1. As can be seen from this figure, for this test case a reduction
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of up to two orders of magnitude can be gained in computation time when using

an iterative solver. This is reflected in the number of iterations used, where the

maximum number of iterations is 12. Thus when using well-separated highly scat-

tering particles of silicon, an iterative solver seems to have few drawbacks and can

be used without any preconditioning.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: Random cloud test using different solvers reaching a relative
residual error of at most 10−6. (a) Solving time required (b) Number of
iterations required.

6.3.2 Dielectric dimer

As a second test case, a silicon dimer was used. The dimer consists of two rect-

angular cuboids of 50 nm by 50 nm cross section and 100 nm height with 50 nm

separation in the x-direction between them. The dimer is shown in Fig. 6.2. The

dipole spacing was chosen in such a way that an integer number of dipoles would
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cover the dimensions of the dimer and that the total number of dipoles would

be equal to that in the point-cloud case. This leads to a spacing that is much

more stringent, as required by Eq. (6.8) to model a continuum of material. The

simulation settings of the dimer test case are summarized in Table 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Dimer test case, the pink spheres indicated the dipole loca-
tion and their effective size d.

Property Value
Excitation wavelength 530 nm
Dipole material Silicon [116] (n = 4.15, k = 0.033)
Dipole diameter 6.25 nm
Number of dipoles 2048

Table 6.2: Simulation settings of the dielectric dimer test.

With these settings, an interaction matrix with a condition number c = 1.1 · 103 is

generated. Such a high condition number is a first indicator that iterative methods

tend to have problems to converge. This is reflected in Fig. 6.3, where it can be

seen that the computation times of both the direct solver and the iterative solvers

are of the same order of magnitude. Also, the number of iterations has greatly
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increased as compared to the point-cloud case, i.e. now the minimum number of

iterations is 306, where previously the maximum number of iterations was 12. Thus

for this test case, the benefits of using an iterative solver are significantly reduced

and only some of the iterative solvers are slightly faster than the direct method,

while others are slightly slower.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Dielectric dimer test using different solvers to reaching a
relative residual error of at most 10−6. (a) Solving time required (b)
Number of iteration required.

A preconditioner can help to improve the performance of the iterative solvers. Since

for a free space problem, the strongest coupling between dipoles occurs between

the closest ones, it makes sense to first solve only for the interaction of nearby

dipoles. The system of equations shown in Eq. (6.7), is therefore modified to:

Mnear
−1Einc = Mnear

−1MP = LP, (6.9)

where Mnear is the interaction matrix that contains only contributions for nearby
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dipoles. To investigate the potential of this approach, the matrix Mnear is inverted

via a direct method and L is the preconditioned interaction matrix that will be

used in an iterative scheme. To evaluate what an appropriate maximum interaction

distance (∆r) is for the preconditioner, the condition number of the preconditioned

matrix and the number of iterations for convergence to a relative residual error

smaller than 10−6 are shown in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen that both the condition

number and the number of iterations decreases with ∆r. Most of this decrease

occurs for ∆r between 20 nm and 30 nm, a good choice for ∆r would thus be

25 nm. Using a preconditioner with this setting can reduce the number of iterations

by roughly a factor of 10 and the computation time with a similar factor, as can be

seen in Fig. 6.5. However, the time for constructing and inverting the preconditioner

Mnear should also be taken into account. With the current preconditioner, the time

required for preconditioning and solving is actually slightly longer than solving the

entire problem without the preconditioner. This is due to the fact that Mnear still

needs to be inverted, which involves inverting a matrix of a size equal to that of

the original matrix. Additionally, it should be noted that the condition number also

depends on the wavelength. As shown in Fig 6.6, the condition number increases

on average linearly with the wavelength for a fixed d, thus ∆r should be normalized

to the frequency range in use. Since Mnear is a banded matrix for this test case,

an optimized inversion scheme can be used [119, 120]. However this was not

implemented. Alternatively, more advanced preconditioners can be developed, in

which an inverse can efficiently be found, see e.g. [121].

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: (a) Condition number of the preconditioned interaction ma-
trix as a function of the maximum interaction distance ∆r. (b) The
relative residue of the BiCG algorithm as a function of the number of
iterations for different ∆r.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Dielectric dimer test using different solvers reaching a relative
residual error of at most 10−6 by using a preconditioned system with ∆r =
30 nm. (a) Solving time required (b) Number of iterations required.

6.4 Computing the multilayer Green’s function

In order to adapt the DDA methods for different environments surrounding the scat-

terer, the interaction between the dipoles in this environment has to be determined.

This interaction between a dipole and its environment is given by the Green’s func-

tion. Thus to include the effect of the multilayered background medium, the

Green’s function for a stratified medium has to be found. A method for finding

these multilayered Green’s functions is given in Michalski et al.[122], and is mostly

followed here. However, all the layers are considered to be made of isotropic non-

magnetic material and only electric sources are present in the problem. This due

to the fact that the DDA only utilises electric dipoles and that at optical frequency

nearly all materials are non-magnetic.
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Figure 6.6: The condition number of the interaction matrix of the dimer
test case for different wavelengths

6.4.1 Deriving the spectral Green’s dyadic

Starting from the Maxwell equations with exp( jωt) time convention, given by

∇× E = − jωµ0H

∇×H = jωε0εrE + J, (6.10)

and introducing the spatial Fourier transform F and the inverse transform F−1

F f (r) = f̃ (kρ, z) =
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞ f (r)e jkρ ·ρdxdy (6.11)

F−1 f̃ (kρ, z) = f (r) =
1

4π2

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞ f̃ (kρ, z)e− jkρ ·ρdkxdky, (6.12)

with ρ = x̂x + ŷy and kρ = kxx̂ + kyŷ, the spectral fields are found and split in

their transverse, with subscript t, and longitudinal, or z-directed, parts. These field

are given by

d
dz

Ẽt =
1

jωε0εr
(k2

r − kρkρ) · (H̃t × ẑ) + kρ
J̃z

ωε0εr
(6.13)

d
dz

H̃t =
1

jωµ0
(k2

r − kρkρ) · (ẑ× Ẽt)− ẑ× J̃t (6.14)

− jωε0εrẼz = jkρ · (H̃t × ẑ) + J̃z (6.15)

− jωµ0H̃z = jkρ · (ẑ× Ẽt), (6.16)

with kr = k0
√
εr and k0 = ω

√
µ0ε0 the free-space wavenumber. If now a cylin-

drical coordinate system in the spectral domain is used, where one of the vectors
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points in the kρ direction, the following unit vectors can be defined

û =
kx

|kρ|
x̂ +

ky

|kρ|
ŷ =

kρ
|kρ|

=
kρ
kρ

(6.17)

v̂ =
−ky

|kρ|
x̂ +

kx

|kρ|
ŷ, (6.18)

and the transverse fields are decomposed in the following way

Ẽt = ûVTM + ûVTE (6.19)

H̃t × ẑ = ûITM + ûITE. (6.20)

This results in two sets of transmission-line equations given by

dVTM
dz

= − jkzZTM ITM + vTM (6.21)

dITM
dz

= − jkz

ZTM
VTM + iTM (6.22)

dVTE
dz

= − jkzZTE ITE (6.23)

dITE
dz

= − jkz

ZTE
VTE + iTE, (6.24)

where the longitudinal propagation constant is given by kz =
√

k2
r − kp2 and the

impedances are given by ZTM = Z0kr√
εrkz

and ZTE = Z0kz√
εrkr

. The source terms are

given by

vTM =
kρ

ωε0εr
J̃z (6.25)

iTM = −J̃t · û = − J̃u (6.26)

iTE = −J̃t · v̂ = − J̃v. (6.27)

As can be seen from (6.21)-(6.22), the expressions for the TM component contains

two sources (vTM and iTM). These sources are both oriented in a different direction

as shown in (6.25)-(6.26). One source is a current source in the transverse plane

and the other a voltage source oriented in the z-direction. Since there are two

sources present, it is convenient to use the superposition principle and solve two

separate transmission-line problems. One with a shut current source at the source

location and another with a voltage source in series. The voltages and currents for

the transmission line with series source will be indicated by V Jz
TM and I Jz

TM. For the

TE component only one source exist, the iTE, and thus only the transmission line

with a shut current source at the source location is used.
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Using this decomposition into transmission lines given by (6.21), (6.22), (6.23) and

(6.24), the expression for the spectral electric field can be found to be

Ẽ = û(VTM + V Jz
TM) + v̂VTE − ẑ

1
jωε0εr

( jkρ ITM + I Jz
TM + J̃z). (6.28)

By exciting this expression with a unit currents source in the x, y and z directions

and transforming back from the û, v̂ frame to the x̂, ŷ frame, the spectral Green’s

dyadic can be found. The components of this dyadic are given by

G̃xx = −VTM cosφ2 −VTE sinφ2 (6.29)

G̃yx = VTE sinφ cosφ−VTM sinφ cosφ (6.30)

G̃zx =
Z
kr

V Jz
TMkρ cosφ (6.31)

G̃yx = −G̃xy (6.32)

G̃yy = −VTE cosφ2 −VTM sinφ2 (6.33)

G̃zy =
Z
kr

V Jz
TMkρ sinφ (6.34)

G̃xz =
Z
kr

ITMkρ cosφ (6.35)

G̃yz =
Z
kr

ITMkρ sinφ (6.36)

G̃zz = −
Z2

k2
r

I Jz
TMk2

ρ +
Z
kr

jδ(z− z′) (6.37)

where kr and Z are those of the observation layer. However for the DDA, the spatial

counterpart of the Green’s dyadic is of interest. Thus the inverse transformation

of (6.12) has to be taken for each of the spectral components. This lengthy

derivation is treated in Appendix D. After the transformation, the spatial Green’s
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dyadic components are given by

Gxx =
cos(2ψ)

2πρ
I4 −

cos(ψ)2

2π
I3 −

cos(2ψ)
2πρ

I2 −
sin(ψ)2

2π
I1 (6.38)

Gyx = − sin(2ψ)
2πρ

I4 +
sin(2ψ)

4π
I3

sin(2ψ)
2πρ

I2 −
sin(2ψ)

4π
I1 (6.39)

Gzx =
jZ

2πkr
cos(ψ)I6 (6.40)

Gxy =
sin(2ψ)

2πρ
I2 −

sin(2ψ)
4π

I1
− sin(2ψ)

2πρ
I4 +

sin(2ψ)
4π

I3 (6.41)

Gyy =
cos(2ψ)

2πρ
I2 −

cos(ψ)2

2π
I1
− cos(2ψ)

2πρ
I4 −

sin(ψ)2

2π
I3 (6.42)

Gzy =
jZ

2πkr
sin(ψ)I6 (6.43)

Gxz =
jZ

2πkr
cos(ψ)I5 (6.44)

Gyz =
jZ

2πkr
sin(ψ)I5 (6.45)

Gzz =
−Z2

2πk2
r

I7 +
jZδ(z− z′)

2πkr
I8, (6.46)

with

I1 =
∫ ∞

0
VTE J0(kρρ)kρdkρ (6.47)

I2 =
∫ ∞

0
VTE J1(kρρ)dkρ (6.48)

I3 =
∫ ∞

0
VTM J0(kρρ)kρdkρ (6.49)

I4 =
∫ ∞

0
VTM J1(kρρ)dkρ (6.50)

I5 =
∫ ∞

0
V Jz

TM J1(kρρ)k2
ρdkρ (6.51)

I6 =
∫ ∞

0
iTM J1(kρρ)k2

ρdkρ (6.52)

I7 =
∫ ∞

0
I Jz
TM J0(kρρ)k3

ρdkρ (6.53)

I8 =
∫ ∞

0
J0(kρρ)kρdkρ, (6.54)

and J0, J1 the 0-th and 1-st order Bessel functions of the first kind. In order to

find the Green’s dyadic, the integrals in (6.47) till (6.54) will have to be computed.

Before discussing a method for computing these integrals, a few special cases will

be discussed.
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6.4.2 Special cases

The first special case that has to be treated is ρ = 0. In this case a division by zero

in the transverse components of the Green’s dyadic (6.38), (6.39), (6.41), (6.42)

occurs. In order to mitigate this, the limit of the function,

lim
ρ↓0

∫∞
0 f0(kρ)J1(kρρ)dkρ

ρ
, (6.55)

has to be solved. By use of L’Hôpital’s rule, placing the differentiation inside the

integral and using the identity,

∂

∂ρ
J1(kρρ) =

kρ
2
(J0(kρρ)− J2(kρρ)) , (6.56)

it is found that,

lim
ρ↓0

∫∞
0 f0(kρ) (J0(kρρ)− J2(kρρ)) kρdkρ

2
=

∫∞
0 f0(kρ)kρdkρ

2
. (6.57)

Substituting this limit in (6.38), (6.39), (6.41), (6.42), the transverse components

become,

Gxx = Gyy = − 1
4π

∫ ∞
0

vTMkρdkρ −
1

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTEkρdkρ (6.58)

Gyx = Gxy = 0. (6.59)

With this special case solved, the second special case can be treated. For the case

z = z′, the integral (6.54) has to be solved. At first sight, this integral seems to

diverge. However, if the inverse Fourier transform (6.12) of (6.37) is taken directly.

The second term of (6.37) is found to be,

1
4π2

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

jZ
k

e− jkρ ·ρdkxdky =
jZ

4π2kr
δ(ρ). (6.60)

Before discussing a technique for evaluating these integrals, a method for finding

the voltages and currents of the transmission line equations will be discussed.

6.4.3 Solving the transmission line equations

In this section only the case in which the sources are in the same layer (transmission-

line segment) as the observation point will be discussed. This is a very relevant

case, as can be seen from the previous chapters, each designed meta-surface only

had its scatterers in a single layer.
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Figure 6.7: Transmission line ciruits to be solved for the multilayer
Green’s function. (a) Circuit with shut current source.(b) Circuit with
series voltage source.

In this case, the general multi section transmission line equations can be trans-

formed into the circuits shown in Fig. 6.7. In these circuits Zbottom and Ztop are

computed by recursively computing the impedances of the outer layers and thus

from the outer line sections inward. The input impedance can be computed by

using

Zin = Zload
e jkl

z L + Γ e− jkl
z L

e jkl
z L − Γ e− jkl

z L
, (6.61)

with L the thickness of the layer (tranmission-line segment), kl
z the longitudinal

propagation constant of the line segment, Zload the load impedance at the end of

the line section and the reflection coefficient Γ given by

Γ =
Zline − Zload
Zline + Zload

(6.62)

with Zline the impedance of the line segment. Once Zbottom and Ztop have been

determined the currents and voltages in the circuits can be solved for. For the
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circuit with the current source it can be found that

V(z, z′) =
Zline

2

(
e− jkl

z |z−z′| +
1

1− ΓtopΓbottome− jkl
z L(

Γtope− jkl
z(2L−(z+z′)) + Γbottome− jkl

z(z+z′)

+ ΓtopΓbottom(e− jkl
z(2L+(z−z′)) + e− jkl

z(2L−(z−z′)))
))

(6.63)

I(z, z′) = −1
2

(
∓ e− jkl

z |z−z′| +
1

1− ΓtopΓbottome− jkl
z L(

Γtope− jkl
z(2L−(z+z′)) − Γbottome− jkl

z(z+z′)

− ΓtopΓbottom(e− jkl
z(2L+(z−z′)) − e− jkl

z(2L−(z−z′)))
))

(6.64)

with Γtop and Γbottom the reflection coefficient resulting from Ztop and Zbottom. For

the circuit with the voltage source the voltage and current are given by

V(z, z′) =
1
2

(
± e− jkl

z |z−z′| − 1

1− ΓtopΓbottome− jkl
z L(

− Γtope− jkl
z(2L−(z+z′)) + Γbottome− jkl

z(z+z′)

− ΓtopΓbottom(e− jkl
z(2L+(z−z′)) − e− jkl

z(2L−(z−z′)))
))

(6.65)

I(z, z′) = − 1
2Zline

(
e− jkl

z |z−z′| +
1

1− ΓtopΓbottome− jkl
z L(

− Γtope− jkl
z(2L−(z+z′)) − Γbottome− jkl

z(z+z′)

+ ΓtopΓbottom(e− jkl
z(2L+(z−z′)) + e− jkl

z(2L−(z−z′)))
))

. (6.66)

With the solution of the voltages and currents on the transmission lines known, a

method for computing the integrals (6.47)-(6.54) can be discussed.

6.4.4 Computing the integrals

In order to compute the improper integrals (6.47)-(6.53), an efficient and accurate

numerical method has to be used. In order to avoid numerical problems due to

possible singularities in the voltages and currents on the transmission-line equations

(6.63)-(6.66), the integration contour over the transverse wavenumber is deformed

into the complex plane as shown in Fig. 6.8. For the first four sections of the

path, {0,0} to {P,P}, {P,P} to{P,Q}, {P,Q} to {Q,0} and {Q,0} to {R,0}, the

composite Gauss-Legendre method is used for integration. The last part from {R,0}

to {R,∞} is integrated using an acceleration method: the Levin t’ method [123].

The choice of the values for P, Q and R will be discussed in Section 6.4.6.
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Figure 6.8: Integration path for Sommerfeld integrals: line sections with
Gauss-Legendre integration (solid blue line), line section with Levin t’
accelerated integral (dashed blue line), zone of singularities (red crosses)
and the branch cut (green).

6.4.5 Levin t’ method

The Levin t’ method is a technique for accelerating the convergence of tail integrals.

This is done by extrapolating a sequence of partial integrals. If the tail integral is

given by and separated in a set of intervals

S =
∫ ∞

R
f (kρ)dkρ =

∞
∑

n=0

∫ αn+1

αn
f (kρ)dkρ =

∞
∑

n=0
un, (6.67)

then a partial sequence can be defined as

Sn =
N

∑
n=0

un (6.68)

and a remainder as

rn = S− Sn. (6.69)

If it is now assumed that the remainder can be written as a rational polynomial of

the form

rn ∼
∞
∑
j=0

c jx
− j
n , (6.70)

with coefficients c j, xn the starting point of the interval and the remainder estimate

ωn, (6.68) can be rewritten as

Sn = S +ωn

k−1

∑
j=0

c jx
− j
n . (6.71)
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In this case the sum has been truncated after k orders. Since all the coefficients c j

and the total integral S have to be the same for all the different intervals Sn and

starting points (interpolation points) xn, (6.71) can be written as linear system of

equations. By solving this system, the value of S can be estimated. In the Levin t’

method the remainder estimate is given asωn = un+1, and for this estimate it has

been shown that the system of equations can be effectively solved using a divided

difference operation [123]. Important for a good estimation of the integral are

the start and end points of the partial integrals. Since the Levin t’ transformation

works best for alternating sequences, a clever choice is to integrate between the

zeros or extremes of the Bessel functions in the integrands. This way the sign of the

partial integrals changes for each interval, considering that the Levin t’ transform

is not used until the voltage and current on the transmission lines are decaying

exponentially. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

6.4.6 Convergence of the numerical integration

As can be seen from (6.63)-(6.66), the voltages and currents on the transmission

lines do not always decay for large kρ. This can cause the integrals (6.47)-(6.53)

to converge slowly. Three cases can be identified from (6.63)-(6.66) for which

the voltages and current do not decay or decay slowly, z = z′, z + z′ = 0 and

z + z′ = 2L. The latter two cases, in which both the observation and source point

are located at the boundary of the layer, cannot occur in the DDA method. Since

the dipoles represent a finite spheres of material they are always at least one sphere

radius (d/2) removed from the boundary, otherwise the material would intersect

with two layers. Therefore, these cases are not taken into consideration. In first

case, when the observation and source point are located in the same x-y plane, the

term that does not decay corresponds to the Green’s function for a homogeneous

medium. This can be seen when setting Γtop = Γbottom = 0: only one term remains

in (6.63)-(6.66). By not including this term in the numerical integration, integrals

(6.47)-(6.53) will converge faster. After integration and assembly of the Green’s

dyadic, the contribution of a source in a homogeneous medium can simply be added,

since it is known analytically. In order to assure that the integrals are approximated

well the values of P, Q and R still have to be set. As stated before, the path needs

to be deformed to avoid possible singularities. Since the Bessel functions increase

exponentially for a imaginary argument, the deformation into the complex plane

should be limited. A good choice thus is P = kmax
r

2π+ρ , with kmax
r the largest value
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for kr of all the layers. This way the imaginary part of the argument of the Bessel

functions is limited to a maximum of 1. Before the path can go back to the real

axis, all possible singularities have to be passed. These singularities are caused by

the branch cuts, corresponding to the top and bottom half spaces, or by the guided

modes in the layers. A guided mode occurs when kz is real in a middle layer but not

one of the layers above and below, thus no guided modes can occur for kρ ≥ kmax
r ,

since then the structure only supports evanescent waves. The singularly due to the

branch cut occurs when the kz of the observation layer becomes complex, thus it

will occur before kρ ≥ kmax
r . Thus Q should be chosen to be larger than kmax

r .

For this tool the choice Q = 2kmax
r was made. For the Levin t’ transform to work

optimally, the each partial integral should be smaller than the one before and they

should have alternating signs. By evaluating the integrands of (6.47)-(6.53) for a

fixed worst-case argument of the Bessel functions (J0(0) and J1(1, 1.81)), the last

possible point where the integrands start to decay can be estimated. This is done

by evaluating the integrands between Q and 20kρ and finding the kρ for which

the maximum magnitudes occur in the different functions, R is then chosen to be

equal to this value for kρ plus an additional kmax
r . With the integration techniques

discussed and the integrals shown to converge, the Green’s function dyadic can be

computed, verified and integrated into the DDA method.

6.5 Test Cases

In order to verify if the computation of the Green’s function is properly imple-

mented, a comparison to an analytically know solution has to be made. A good

test case is a dipole above a PEC, for which the analytic solution can be found by

using image theory on a dipole source in a homogeneous medium. The mean error

in the components of the Green’s function for this case is shown in Tab. 6.3. The

mean relative error is low (ε < 1 · 10−9) even for the case, z = λ/100, z′ = λ/100,

where (6.47)-(6.53) exhibit a slow convergence. The Green’s dyadic thus will be

computed accurately, even for challenging cases near the (spatial) singularity of the

Green’s function.

A second test case to verify the test described in Sec. 6.3.2. For this purpose,

the dimer was modeled in COMSOL multi-physics modeling software, making sure

that the mesh size was comparable to the dipole discretization of the DDA tool.

Two cuts of the field outside the dimers in the x-y and x-z plane shown in Fig. 6.9
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Mean relative
error

z = λ
z′ = λ/2

z = λ/2
z′ = λ/2

z = λ/100
z′ = λ/2

z = λ/100
z′ = λ/100

Gxx 5 · 10−14 2 · 10−15 9 · 10−14 9 · 10−10

Gyx 1 · 10−15 2 · 10−15 1 · 10−13 5 · 10−10

Gzx 2 · 10−15 2 · 10−15 1 · 10−15 3 · 10−11

Gxy 1 · 10−15 2 · 10−15 1 · 10−13 5 · 10−10

Gyy 5 · 10−14 2 · 10−15 9 · 10−14 9 · 10−10

Gzy 2 · 10−15 2 · 10−15 1 · 10−15 3 · 10−11

Gxz 2 · 10−15 2 · 10−15 6 · 10−14 3 · 10−11

Gyz 2 · 10−15 2 · 10−15 6 · 10−14 3 · 10−11

Gzz 1 · 10−15 9 · 10−15 9 · 10−16 3 · 10−13

Table 6.3: Mean relative error in the Green’s function of a dipole in
vacuum above a PEC for a radius of 0 to 5λ, with λ = 1µm.

and Fig. 6.10. As can be seen from these figures, both solution look somewhat

differently, the most clear differences can be observed near the sharp edges of the

dimer. There, in the solution computed by COMSOL, strong fields occur due to

the singularities in the fields near a sharp edge. These strong fields are absent in

the solution computed by the DDA tool, since the dimers are built from several

small spheres and therefore no sharp edges are present. Furthermore, it can be

seen that the field between the dimers is around 2.5 V/m for in the COMSOL

solution and around 2 V/m in the DDA tool solution, however the overall shape of

the fields is similar, especially further from the dimers. This difference in not due

to DDA tool itself, since the maximum relative error in the interaction matrix is

in the order 1 · 10−14 compared to the one that was computed by the DDA tool

presented in [113] and thus the latter provides a nearly identical result.

A third test case is obtained by placing the previously simulated dimers on a PEC

plane. Similar to the second test case, the scattered field amplitude is somewhat

lower, but the shape of the field is more or less the same, as shown in Fig. 6.11.

When comparing the solution times of the two methods, it was found that COMSOL

takes 122 seconds to compute a solution. The DDA tool takes 41 seconds to setup

the Green’s function, an additional 20 seconds to construct the matrix, and 9

seconds to solve the system of equations, thus 70 seconds overall. The DDA tool

thus is about 60% faster. However, the fields at the observation points still need
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: Absolute value of electric field for a dimer in free space at
x-y plane located at half the dimer height. (a) Solution COMSOL. (b)
Solution DDA tool.

Property Value
Excitation wavelength 530 nm
Dipole material Silicon [116] (n = 4.15, k = 0.033)
Dipole diameter 6.25 nm
Number of dipoles 2048
Mirror low refractive index 1.3
Mirror height (low index) 102 nm
Mirror high refractive index 1.5
Mirror height (high index) 88 nm

Table 6.4: Simulation settings of the dielectric dimer below a dielectric
multilayer mirror.

to be computed. Currently, this takes an additional 224 seconds. However, since

all the field components at observation points can be computed independently, this

computation time can be greatly reduced by optimizing the MATLAB code.

As a final test case, the dimer is placed below a dielectric multilayer mirror, starting

with the high refractive index layer. A profile of the refractive index of the multi-

layer mirror is shown in Fig. 6.12. The simulation configuration is summarized in

Table 6.4.

As can be seen from Fig. 6.13, the same trend as in the previous cases can be

observed, COMSOL provides a slightly higher scattered field, but between both

tools the overall shape of the field is the same. COMSOL was configured to only

mesh the layer where the dimer is located, at a rate close to d, the other layer were
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.10: Electric field norm for a dimer in free space at a x-z plane
located at half the dimer depth. (a) Solution COMSOL. (b) Solution
DDA tool.

meshed at a lower rate due to memory constraints (24 GB peak memory usage).

Still, it took 412 second to compute the field. Instead in the DDA tool, 68 seconds

where required to compute the Green’s function dyadic, 21 second to construct the

interaction matrix and 9 seconds to solve the system. Thus taking 117 seconds

to find the polarization of the dipoles, a 250% speedup. Then, an additional 230

seconds was used to compute the fields at the observation points. Still, even with

the slow routine for computing the field in the observation point included, it is

noticeably faster (19%), while using less memory overall (3.2 GB peak memory

usage).

6.6 Conclusion

In summary, it has been shown that the discrete dipole approximation is an intuitive

and fast method for finding fields scattered by small particles. The method is

especially fast for sparse problems where the individual particles are separated by

fairly large distances, as shown in the random-point-cloud case. In that case,

using an iterative method for finding the polarization of the dipoles, allowed for a

reduction in the solving time by an order of magnitude. In cases where the dipoles

are placed closer together, so that they behave as a continuum of material, such

as in the dimer-in-free-space example, the system first needs to be preconditioned

before using an iterative solver. It was found that, when using the presented

preconditioner, the time required to solve the system of equations was greatly
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: Absolute value of electric field for a dimer in on top of
a PEC at a x-z plane located at half the dimer depth. (a) Solution
COMSOL. (b) Solution DDA tool.

reduced. However, when the timer required for preconditioning the system is taken

into account, the total timer is longer than when solving the problem directly. It

is thus recommended to either make an efficient implementation of the current

preconditioner or develop one based on a different principle. A good use case

for the precondition would be the case that the structure is illuminated in several

different ways while keeping the same wavelength. In this case the system has

to be preconditioned only once, while providing a speedup in solving the system

of equations for the different illuminations. Furthermore, it was shown how to

extend the DDA method for a layered background medium. An efficient method

for computing a multilayered Green’s function dyadic was discussed and it was

shown that it can be computed up-to machine precision. For the case of a dimer

on top of a PEC, the DDA tool and a commercial FEM tool where compared and

it was found that the results are similar, although the field singularities associated

with the sharp edges of an object where missing. This make sense, since in the

DDA tool the dimers are modeled as a set of finite spheres, thus no sharp edges

are present. It was also found that the DDA tool was at worst 60% faster in

solving the problem. However, additional time was required to compute the field

at the observation points, while this is not required in the FEM method. It is

recommended to find a more efficient implementation for computing the field at

the observation points. Since the field calculation for each observation point is

independent from that for the other observation points, a parallel implementation

using a GPU would be a good choice. The implementation for constructing the
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Figure 6.12: Refractive index profile of dielectric mirror (blue) and the
location of the dimer (purple)

(a) (b)

Figure 6.13: Absolute value of the electric field for a dimer below a
dielectric mirror at a x-z plane located at half the dimer depth. (a)
Solution COMSOL. (b) Solution DDA tool.
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interaction matrix could also be improved since most of the time in that code is

used to rearrange the dyadics into the right order.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusion

C’est bien, dit-il, mais il y a des longueurs.

Antoine de Rivarol, 1824.

This thesis describes 4 years worth of research work (November 2016 - November

2020) at the Optics department of the Nederlandse Organisatie voor toegepast-

natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek (TNO), in Delft, the Netherlands, in cooper-

ation with the Electromagnetics Group, of Eindhoven University of Technology

(TU/e), in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. During this period, three main topics were

investigated: design, analysis and validation of a meta-surfaces spectro-polarimeter

for space application, design and analysis of a meta-surface substrate for Raman

spectroscopy aimed at virus detection and the development of a multilayer discrete

dipole approximation tool (MDDA), for computing the response of meta-surface

structures. The conclusions of the research on these topics and answers to the

research questions will be answered in the following sections. A the end of this

chapter recommendations for future work will be given.

7.1 Meta-surface Spectro-polarimeter

At the start of this work the following question was posed: Can a spectro-

polarimetric sensor be made based on nano-structured surfaces? It was
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found that this is indeed possible. A design, experimental validation for plane wave

illumination, and detailed analysis of a meta-surface in the near IR were performed.

It was shown that reconstruction of the spectrum and polarization state could be

performed with a high degree of accuracy. Furthermore, it was also concluded

that this type of design could be easily modified to also cover the visible range of

the wavelength spectrum. Thus resulting in a great promise for use in real-world

systems. However, before integrating this type of sensor in a system, the research

question: How does the nanostructured spectro-polarimetric sensor affect

the system performance? needed to be answered. It was found that for an low

NA (0.25) the polarization reconstruction is unaffected but the spectral resolution

will be reduced. For applications that require a higher NA, both spectral resolution

and polarization reconstruction will suffer. However, for basic terestial imaging

systems a NA of 0.25 is sufficient.

7.2 Dielectric substrates for Raman spectroscopy

When studying the possible application of dielectric resonators in surface enhanced

Raman spectroscopy, it became clear that there could be great benefits in using

dielectrics. The low power dissipation that will occur in them is especially conve-

nient for a setup that works with biological samples, which are sensitive to high

temperatures. However, dielectrics typically scatter less than plasmonic materials,

thus the question to be answered was: Can dielectric or hybrid structures equal

the performance of plasmonic structures? It was found that by carefully tuning

the lattice period of a dimer array, such that the lattice resonance coincides with

the excitation wavelength of the laser, and by tuning the size of the dimers, such

that their resonance is in the range of the emission spectrum of the analyte, a hy-

brid substrate could reach an enhancement factor comparable to that of plasmonic

substrates. However, the power dissipation in the hybrid structure was found to be

much lower. This result was obtain assuming a dried sample, where the analyte is

fixated on the substrate. However, it is also possible to use a wet setup where the

analyte is free to move in the liquid above the substrate. Since the analyte can

move freely, it is under the influence of optical forces due to the high-intensity fields

present around the substrate. This could lead to a concentration of analytes near

the dimer, possibly leading to an increase in the enhancement factor. Thus the

research question to be answered was: Does an wet setup provide a stronger
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signal compared to dried setups due to possible optical trapping effects? It

was found that, especially for low concentrations of analyte, a increase of up to

275% in enhancement factor could occur. This observation, together with the fact

that this type of substrate has low power dissipation, make it very suitable for virus

detection.

7.3 MDDA

As can be seen from the designs presented for the previous two topics, each struc-

ture consists of a multilayered background medium and a single layer with scattering

nano-structures. It thus would be useful to have a tool that facilitates the design

of such structures. At tool dedicated to solving the scattering by nanostructures in

a multilayer background medium thus needed to be developed. The discrete dipole

approximation method is a method in which only the nanoscatterers are discretized,

thus allowing for large-scale and fast simulations. However, no code was available

that included a multilayered background medium. Thus the research question to

be answered was: How can the DDA method be extended to incorporate

stratified background media? It was found that by replacing the Green’s func-

tion in the interaction matrix with one for a stratified medium, the problem can be

solved. A method for quick and accurate computation of a multilayered Green’s

function was discussed in detail. Furthermore, it was shown that the function could

be computed up-to machine precision. It was also shown that the multilayer DDA

tool solves problems significantly quicker than a commercial FEM tool.

7.4 Outlook

In this section, recommendations for future work for the various topics discussed

in this thesis are given.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the bandwidth of the meta-surface spectro-polarimeter

is limited by both the maximum achievable separation of the transmission peaks

and the bandwidth of the mirrors. It is therefore recommended to investigate

the dielectric mirrors, where the layer thickness is different from the typical quar-

ter wavelength, which may have a wider band gap. It is also recommended to

investigate alternative configurations of the structure in order to obtain a single
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transmission peak per pixel. This would simplify reconstruction and mitigate the

problem of maximum peak separation. One could think of a system with two cav-

ities where the transmission peaks of the cavities only align for a single frequency.

In view of the use of the sensor with focused illumination, a system with a single

transmission peak would also be beneficial, since any polarization cross-coupling

effects would be mitigated.

For future work on the dielectric dimer arrays, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, it

is recommended to start the design of a measurement setup, to validate the effects

of optical trapping on the enhancement factor. When designing such a setup,

great care should be taken in the illumination of the substrate and the detection

of the Raman scattered light. Planar illumination is currently required for exiting

the lattice resonance mode, yet the Raman scattered light will be of incoherent

nature and thus it is recommended to collect the light using a high NA objective.

These two requirements are opposing each other, thus the design of such a setup

will be a challenge. However, it would also provide great insight in a possible

Raman-scattering-based virus detection/identification system.

Although the multilayer DDA tool discused in Chapter 6 is fully functional and

will prove useful in the design of meta-surfaces for many different applications, it

can still be improved in several ways. First of all, the code for constructing the

interaction matrix and for the computation of the electric field in the observation

point contains some overhead for these two tasks. More importantly, a study

should be performed on how to improve the preconditioner, since this was shown

to greatly reduce the solving time of the system of equations. Both optimizing the

current preconditioner and evaluating different preconditioning schemes should be

investigated. Finally, adding the ability to also compute the field in other layers

and to compute the far field on both sides of the structure is recommended, since

it aids with the design and integration of meta-surfaces in conventional optical

systems.



APPENDIX A

Spectro-polarimeter
supplementary information

A.1 Modulation via transverse dimensions

The central wavelength λc changes with respect to the size of the inclusion. We

show the control of λc for x- and y-polarization by changing the diameter in x-

axis for two different cases: a polarization-sensitive inclusion and a grating, see

Fig. A.1(a) and Fig. A.1(b), respectively.

A.2 Reflectivity and bandwidth of DBRs

The fabricated DBR mirrors have slightly different properties due to different de-

position conditions, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3. Regardless of that, both mirrors

have a high-reflectivity at λ = 1500 nm, see Fig. A.2(a). Despite the fact that

mirrors are different from each other and the ideal λ/4 case, their impact on the

central wavelength λc is negligible, see Fig. A.2(b).
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Figure A.1: Spectral positions of transmission peaks for x and y polar-
ization as a function of width Dx of the inclusions. (a) A case of an
array constituted of elliptical nanostructures with Dy = 250 nm, while
Dx was varied from 0 nm to 500 nm. (b) A case of a linear grating with
its width varied from 0 nm to 500 nm (equal to period P). The maximum
separation of the peaks is 127 nm.

A.3 Evaluation of contamination and waviness

The fabrication endured several challenges, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3. Here we

show the numerical simulation results of the impact of Cr contamination of the

cavity, see Fig. A.3, and the waviness of the top mirror, see Fig. A.4. As illustrated

in Fig. A.3(a), some amount of Cr was left in the cavity, approx. 0.3 % of the

total cavity volume. Cr has a high absorption in the visible spectral range, thus

the transmittance of the cavity rapidly decreases with increase of the Cr volume

in the cavity, see Fig. A.3(b), while the FWHM increases, see Fig. A.3(c). The

nanostructures induce waviness of the layers on top. Even after the planarization,

the waviness remain of an amplitude Aw = 15 nm, see Fig. A.4(a). In general,

our simulations show that waviness may decrease the transmittance and increase

the FWHM, as shown in Fig. A.4(b) and Fig. A.4(c), respectively.

A.4 Derivation of signal-to-noise ratio of Stokes
parameters

In order to derive the SNR of the Stokes parameters, the noise on the measured

intensities first has to be defined. A convenient choice is to assume unit magnitude

intensity on the pixels with some additive zero mean Gaussian noise. Using this

normalized intensity, the SNR is inversely proportional to the normalised standard
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Figure A.2: Reflectivity of the fabricated mirrors and their impact on
the FP resonance. (a) Measured reflection spectra of the bottom and
the top DBRs. Bandwidth and reflectance in the spectral range of in-
terest is highlighted. Due to the mismatch of mirrors, the bandwidth is
smaller than of an individual mirror. (b) Simulated central positions of
the FP resonance depending on the effective length of the cavity, when
different mirrors are used: ideal (λ/4, for 1500 nm), and fabricated. For
comparison, a dashed line represents a case for which mirrors and effective
length of the cavity are λ/4 and λ/2, respectively.

deviation (σ) of the Gaussian distribution (N (µ,σ2)). This normalization aids to

simplify the derivation. Thus, the intensity of the pixel is given by:

I = Is + δI = 1 +N
(

0,
1

SNR2

)
, (A.1)

where Is is the signal intensity with a value of 1 and δI is the noise intensity equal

to the Gaussian noise. If it is now assumed that all pixels receive equal intensity

(uniform assumption on polarization state and spectral signal), the expected length

of the measured intensity vector I (E(||x||) with ||x|| being the 2-norm of the

vector) can be computed, it is needed later in the derivation. The intensity vector

is once again split in a signal part Is and a noise part δI, and can be written as:

I = Is + δI = 1 +N
(

0,
1

SNR2

)
, (A.2)

where 1, 0 and SNR2 are vectors with ones, zeros or the 1
SNR2 as elements. In

order to compute the expected length of the measured intensity vector, the expected

length of the signal part and noise part are computed separately. For the signal

intensity vector the length is simply given by:

||Is|| =
√

N, (A.3)
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Figure A.3: Impact of cavity contamination with Cr. (a) Colored SEM
image of horizontal cross-section of a single elliptical nanostructure inside
the cavity. Si2 is red, SiO2 is grey, and Cr is yellow. (b) Simulated
relative peak transmittance (intensity) as a function of volume of Cr in
the cavity. Cr is considered elliptical for simplicity of the model. (c)
Simulated relative peak width (FWHM) as a function of volume of Cr in
the cavity. Circle highlights anticipated value.

where N is the number of elements in the vector. The expected length of the noise

intensity vector is given by:

E (||δI||) =
√
E
(
δI>δI

)
=
√
E
(
δI>UδI

)
, (A.4)

with U the identity matrix. In Eq. (A.4) the expected value of the quadratic form of

a random vector (X) can be recognised, this form can be rewritten in the following

way:

E
(

X>AX
)
= E

(
X>
)

AE (X) + T (AKXX) , (A.5)

where T is trace of a matrix and KXX is the auto-covariance matrix of the random

vector. Using this property Eq. (A.4) can rewritten as:

E (||δI||) =
√
E
(
δI>

)
UE (δI) + T (UKδIδI). (A.6)

Since the mean of each element in the random vector is zero, the first term in the

square root vanishes and diagonal of the auto-covariance matrix will be equal to

the variance of each element of the vector, resulting in:

E (||δI||) =

√√√√ N

∑
n=1

σ2
n =

√√√√ N

∑
n=1

1
SNR2 =

√
N

SNR
, (A.7)

where n is the element number of the vector. Now the expected length of both

the signal and noise vector of the measured intensities is determined, the condition
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Figure A.4: Impact of top mirror waviness. (a) Colored SEM image
of vertical cross-section of a single high-index DBR layer. TiO2 is blue,
SiO2 is grey. The uneven surface can be desribed as sinusoidal surface
with Aw = 15 nm. Scale bars is equal to 100 nm. (b) Simulated rela-
tive peak transmittance (intensity) as a function of waviness amplitude.
(c) Simulated relative peak width (FWHM) as a function of waviness
amplitude. Circle highlights anticipated value based on experimentally
obtained Aw = 15 nm.

number of the reconstruction matrix (k(A)) as defined in Eq. (2.9) can be use to

determine the noise of the reconstructed intensities (Iλpol), resulting in:

||δIλpol ||
||Iλpol ||

= k(A)
||δI||
||Is||

=
k(A)

SNR
, (A.8)

where ||δIλpol || is the expected length of the noise vector of the reconstructed

intensities and ||Iλpol || is the length of the actual reconstructed intensities. Since

Gaussian functions remain Gaussian under linear transformations, the noise in the

reconstructed intensities will still be Gaussian. If now it assumed that the noise

is spread equally over all reconstructed intensities, a reconstructed intensity for a

single polarization and wavelength is given by:

Ĩλpol = Iλpol +N
(

0,
(

k(A)

SNR

)2
)

, (A.9)

with the tilde differentiating the true value Iλpol from the obtained value with noise

Ĩλpol. When using the definition of the Stokes parameters Eqs. (2.3-2.5) and the

summing properties of the Gaussian functions:

N
(
µ1 +µ2,σ2

1 +σ2
2

)
= N

(
µ1,σ2

1

)
+N

(
µ2,σ2

2

)
, (A.10)
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it can be found that the second and the third estimated Stokes parameters are:

S̃1 = Ix − Iy +N

0,

(√
2k(A)

SNR

)2
 (A.11)

S̃2 = I135◦ − I135◦ +N

0,

(√
2k(A)

SNR

)2
 . (A.12)

The zeroth Stokes parameter is measured twice according to both definition in

Eq. (2.3) and is averaged between the two measurements, so its given by:

S̃0 =

Ix + Iy +N
(

0,
(√

2k(A)
SNR

)2
)

2
+

I135◦ + I135◦ +N
(

0,
(√

2k(A)
SNR

)2
)

2
(A.13)

=
Ix + Iy

2
+

I135◦ + I135◦

2
+N

(
0,
(

k(A)

SNR

)2
)

. (A.14)

From these results Eqs. (2.10-2.12) are easily obtained.
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Dielectric dimers SERS
substrate supplementary

information

B.1 General design guidelines

As mentioned in the main text, the presented nano patterned substrate can be

optimized for several molecules with different Raman spectra. This means that we

will need to shift the DFE peak to the appropriate spectral position, so we will have

the maximal Enhancement Factor(EF) at the spectral position of molecules Raman

emission lines. We have already observed that the spectral position of the DFE is

dependent only on the pillars dimensions (diameter, D, and height, h). For this

reason we have simulated a single dimer not placed in an array. The results of these

simulations for different values of diameter and height are shown in Figure B.1,B.2.

The DFE shifts to the longer wavelengths with increasing pillar dimensions. This

gives us several combinations of pillars dimensions for the same spectral position

of the DFE peak. To get the best combination, we checked which aspect ratio

(R = h/D), between height and diameter, gives us the highest enhancement. From

Figure B.3, we see that a higher ratio gives us a higher enhancement. However,

there is an upper limit for the field enhancement, when the aspect ratio reaches

the value R = 2.4. A further increase in the aspect ratio has no significant
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benefit for a higher enhancement. For a finer tuning of the spectral position, only

one dimension of the pillars, either D or h, needs to be varied, since an optimal

amplitude of the DFE can be found keeping a constant aspect ratio. The tunability

of the DFE peak is shown on Figure B.4, where the spectral displacement of the

DFE is approximately 25 nm for each step of ∆D = 5 nm and ∆h = 12 nm.

The position of the AFE in the spectrum is determined by the lattice period, a.

However, there is a residual coupling of the AFE with the pillars dimensions. This

means that, as the DFE moves, also the AFE shifts in the spectrum, as seen in

Figure B.4. Nevertheless, this movement can be compensated by acting on the

lattice period, which is the main driving geometric parameter for the spectral loca-

tion of the AFE (Figure B.5). The AFE will spectrally shift to longer wavelengths

with increasing lattice period a. By comparing the results in Figure B.3 and Figure

B.5, it can be seen that the DFE is higher when the dimers are inserted in an array.

This comparison demonstrates that single dimer simulations can be employed to

optimize the dimensions of the pillars with respect to the DFE, also when the dimer

is finally inserted in an array. It can also be noticed, that as the peaks move further

apart from each other, their amplitude is reduced. This indicates that both peaks

experience some constructive coupling with each other when they are spectrally

close. It is tempting to try to exploit this constructive coupling by overlapping the

AFE and DFE to get an overall improvement in the amplitude. However, as in

the case of the design with D = 145 nm and h = 350 nm, the AFE disappears

and the DFE is almost not modified. In this condition, it is observed that the

Surface Lattice Resonances (SLR) are suppressed or, at least, they do not provide

any enhancement with respect to the DFE.

In a similar way, by varying the diameter and the height of the pillars and the

lattice constant, the spectral position of the field enhancement can be moved to

other parts of the visible and IR spectra. In this case, it might be necessary to

chose a different dielectric material to maintain a low extinction coefficient at the

wavelengths of interest.
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Figure B.1: The maximum field enhancement along the longitudinal axis
between the dimer with respect of the wavelength, for four different single
dimers. Diameter, D, of the pillars is varied in steps of 5 nm. The max-
imum of the DFE peak moves towards longer wavelengths with respect
to increasing diameters of the pillars. For each step of D, the spectral
shift is approximately 20 nm.

Figure B.2: The maximum field enhancement for four different heights
of single dimer. Height, h, of the pillars is varied in steps of 30 nm.
The maximum of the DFE peak moves towards longer wavelengths with
respect to increasing heights of the pillars. The maximum field enhance-
ment increases with taller pillars.
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Figure B.3: Optimization of the aspect ratio of the pillars. Here there are
only shown those combinations of D and h which allows to have the DFE
located at λ ≈ 850 nm. The field enhancement increases with increasing
ratio, up to an upper limit of R = 2.4.

Figure B.4: The maximum field enhancement along the longitudinal axis
between the dimers with respect of the wavelength, for four different
dimensions of substrate structures. Diameter, D, and height, h, of the
pillars is varied in steps of 5 nm and 12 nm, respectively. The aspect ratio
R is kept constant at value R = 2.4. With the change in pillars dimen-
sions DFE and AFE peaks are spectrally shifted to longer wavelengths.
This indicates that AFE is not completely uncoupled from pillars dimen-
sions.
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Figure B.5: The maximum field enhancement spectra for four different
dimensions of substrate structures. Diameter, D, and height, h, are varied
in steps of 5 nm and 12 nm, respectively, as in Figure B.4. The array
lattice constant, a, is modified to compensate for the residual coupling
of the AFE with the pillar dimensions, in order to maintain the AFE at
almost the same spectral position.
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APPENDIX C

SERS & optical trapping
supplementary information

C.1 Absorption

As can be seen in Fig. C.1, the absorptance of the dimers in liquid reaches a max-

imum of 34% at the laser excitation wavelength of 785 nm, and a second peak

of 13% occurs at 830 nm wavelength, at the dimer resonance. The high absorp-

tion at the laser excitation wavelength, could lead to an increase in temperature

of the water: thus, increasing the thermal forces acting on the particles and re-

ducing the trapping efficiency of the structure. However, as is shown in Fig.C.2,

at both the excitation wavelength and the dimer resonance, the majority of the

absorption occurs in the gold substrate. Since gold has a high thermal conductivity

(310 W m−1 K−1) compared to water (0.6 W m−1 K−1) and silicon and silicon-

dioxide (1.3 W m−1 K−1), proper cooling via the back of the gold substrate can

mitigate the increase of temperature of the water.

C.2 Optical forces

As was shown in the main text, the highest enhancement factor was not necessarily

obtained for the highest laser power. This can be explained by reference to Fig. C.3.

These figures show the field intensity in the cross section corresponding to the
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Figure C.1: Absorptance of dimer-array immersed in water, as function
of wavelength

polarization plane of the incident electromagnetic field, for different values of the

excitation power. It can be observed that the highest field enhancement is always

concentrated in the higher part of the dimers. Nevertheless, the optical trapping

volume, where the optical forces (attractive) are stronger than the thermophoretic

forces (repulsive), include a larger portion of the dimers. The white contour lines

define exactly this region. As it can be observed, such region tends to extend also

to the lower part of the dimers, when the power is increased. Since in this lower

lower part, the optical force is directed towards the bottom of the structure (white

arrow), the particles tend to remain trapped there, but they experience a much less

strong field enhancement. Consequently, we can conclude that the overall number

of particles trapped in the area of stronger field enhancement decreases with larger

values of the excitation power, therefore explaining the observed behavior of the

EF.
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(a) (b)

Figure C.2: (a) Absorption density W m−3 inside the dimer unit-cell
for an incident wavelength of 785 nm. (b) Absorption density inside the
dimer unit-cell W m−3 for an incident wavelength of 830 nm.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure C.3: Optical force for different illumination intensities I. The
white line indicates the boundary where between the zone where the
optical force is greater than the thermal one. The arrow indicated
the direction of the optical force: (a) I = 20 mW µm−2; (b)
I = 50 mW µm−2; (c) I = 100 mW µm−2.
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APPENDIX D

Spectral Green’s dyadic
transformation to the spatial

domain

D.1 Gxx & Gyy

Transforming the xx component of the spectral Green’s tensor back to the spatial

domain. The spectral component is given by:

G̃xx = −
vTMk2

ρ cosφ2

k2
ρ

−
vTEk2

ρ sinφ2

k2
ρ

= G̃TM
xx + G̃TE

xx . (D.1)

First transform TM part of spectral Green’s function. Split spectral function in

a part dependent on kρ and a part dependent on φ: f0(kρ) = −vTM, f1(φ) =

cos(φ)2. now the spatial Green’s function is given by:

GTM
xx =

1
4π2

∫ ∞
0

∞
∑

n=−∞ jne− jnψ f0(kρ)
∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφkρ Jn(kρp)dkρ. (D.2)

Now perform the inverse Fourier transformation over φ:∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφ = 2π

(
δ(n− 2)

4
+
δ(n + 2)

4
+
δ(n)

2

)
. (D.3)
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The inverse transformation then becomes:

GTM
xx =

1
2π
−1
4

e2 jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J−2(kρp)kρdkρ (D.4)

+
1

2π
1
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ

+
1

2π
−1
4

e−2 jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J2(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using J−n = (−1)n Jn:

GTM
xx =

1
2π
− cos(2ψ)

2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J2(kρp)kρdkρ (D.5)

+
1

2π
1
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using Jn+1(x) = 2n
x Jn(x)− Jn−1(x):

GTM
xx =

1
2π
− cos(2ψ)

2

(
2
p

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)dkρ −
∫ ∞

0
f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ

)
(D.6)

+
1

2π
1
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using some trigonometric identities:

GTM
xx =

1
2π
− cos(2ψ)

p

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)dkρ +
1

2π
(cos(ψ)2)

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.7)

Substituting f0 = −vTM:

GTM
xx =

cos(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ −
cos(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.8)

Now transform TE part of spectral Green’s function. Split spectral function in a part

dependent on kρ and a part dependent on φ: f0(kρ) = −vTE, f1(φ) = sin(φ)2.

now the spatial Green’s function is given by:

GTE
xx =

1
4π2

∫ ∞
0

∞
∑

n=−∞ jne− jnψ f0(kρ)
∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφkρ Jn(kρp)dkρ. (D.9)

Now solve inverse Fourier transform over φ:∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφ = 2π

(
−δ(n− 2)

4
− δ(n + 2)

4
+
δ(n)

2

)
. (D.10)
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The inverse transformation then becomes:

GTE
xx =

1
2π

1
4

e2 jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J−2(kρp)kρdkρ (D.11)

+
1

2π
1
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ

+
1

2π
1
4

e−2 jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J2(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using J−n = (−1)n Jn:

GTE
xx =

1
2π

cos(2ψ)
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J2(kρp)kρdkρ (D.12)

+
1

2π
1
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using Jn+1(x) = 2n
x Jn(x)− Jn−1(x):

GTE
xx =

1
2π

cos(2ψ)
2

(
2
p

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)dkρ −
∫ ∞

0
f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ

)
(D.13)

+
1

2π
1
2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using some trigonometric identities:

GTE
xx =

1
2π

cos(2ψ)
p

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)dkρ +
1

2π
(sin(ψ)2)

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.14)

Substituting f0 = −vTE:

GTE
xx =

− cos(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.15)

Finally the TM and TE part are combined:

Gxx =
cos(2ψ)

2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ −
cos(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ

(D.16)

+
− cos(2ψ)

2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

Transforming the yy component of the spectral Green’s tensor back to the spatial

domain. The spectral component is given by:

G̃yy = −
vTEk2

ρ cosφ2

k2
ρ

−
vTMk2

ρ sinφ2

k2
ρ

= G̃TE
yy + G̃TM

yy . (D.17)
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Note that G̃TE
yy has a similar form to G̃TM

xx and that G̃TM
yy has a similar form to

G̃TE
xx . So we can directly substitute f0 = −vTE into e.q.(D.7) to obtain:

GTE
yy =

cos(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ −
cos(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.18)

Similarly we can substitute f0 = −vTM into e.q.(D.14) to obtain:

GTM
yy =

− cos(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.19)

Finally the TM and TE part are combined:

Gyy =
cos(2ψ)

2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ −
cos(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ

(D.20)

− cos(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(ψ)2

2π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

D.2 Gyx & Gxy

Transforming the yx component of the spectral Green’s tensor back to the spatial

domain. The spectral component is given by:

G̃yx = vTE sinφ cosφ− vTM sinφ cosφ = G̃TM
yx + G̃TE

yx . (D.21)

First transform TM part of spectral Green’s function. Split spectral function in

a part dependent on kρ and a part dependent on φ: f0(kρ) = −vTM, f1(φ) =

sin(φ) cos(φ). now the spatial Green’s function is given by:

GTM
yx =

1
4π2

∫ ∞
0

∞
∑

n=−∞ jne− jnψ f0(kρ)
∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφkρ Jn(kρp)dkρ. (D.22)

Now perform the inverse Fourier transformation over φ:∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφ = 2π

(
δ(n− 2)

j4
− δ(n + 2)

j4

)
. (D.23)

The inverse transformation then becomes:

GTM
yx =

1
2π
−1
j4

e2 jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J−2(kρp)kρdkρ (D.24)

− 1
2π
−1
j4

e−2 jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J2(kρp)kρdkρ.
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Using J−n = (−1)n Jn:

GTM
yx =

1
2π
− sin(2ψ)

2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J2(kρp)kρdkρ. (D.25)

Using Jn+1(x) = 2n
x Jn(x)− Jn−1(x):

GTM
yx =

1
2π

(
− sin(2ψ)

p

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)dkρ −
− sin(2ψ)

2

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ

)
.

(D.26)

Substituting f0 = −vTM:

GTM
yx =

sin(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(2ψ)

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.27)

Now transform the TE part of spectral Green’s function. Split spectral function

in a part dependent on kρ and a part dependent on φ: f0(kρ) = vTE, f1(φ) =

sin(φ) cos(φ). Note that the form of f0 and f1 are identical to the TM form, so

we can directly substitute f0 = −vTM: into Eq. (D.26):

GTE
yx =

− sin(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ +
sin(2ψ)

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

(D.28)

Finally the TM and TE part are combined:

Gyx =
− sin(2ψ)

2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ +
sin(2ψ)

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ

(D.29)

sin(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(2ψ)

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

Note that G̃yx = −G̃xy so Gyx = −Gxy:

Gxy =
sin(2ψ)

2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTE J1(kρp)dkρ −
sin(2ψ)

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTE J0(kρp)kρdkρ

(D.30)

− sin(2ψ)
2π p

∫ ∞
0

vTM J1(kρp)dkρ +
sin(2ψ)

4π

∫ ∞
0

vTM J0(kρp)kρdkρ.

D.3 Gzx & Gxz

Transforming the zx component of the spectral Green’s tensor back to the spatial

domain. The spectral component is given by:

G̃zx =
Z
k

vJz
TMkρ cosφ. (D.31)
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Split spectral function in a part dependent on kρ and a part dependent on φ:

f0(kρ) = −vTMkρ, f1(φ) =
Z
k cos(φ). now the spatial Green’s function is given

by:

Gzx =
1

4π2

∫ ∞
0

∞
∑

n=−∞ jne− jnψ f0(kρ)
∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφkρ Jn(kρp)dkρ. (D.32)

Now perform the inverse Fourier transformation over φ:∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφ =

2πZ
k

(
δ(n− 1)

2
+
δ(n + 1)

2

)
. (D.33)

The inverse transformation then becomes:

Gzx =
Z

2πk
− j
2

e jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J−1(kρp)kρdkρ (D.34)

+
Z

2πk
j
2

e− jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J1(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using J−n = (−1)n Jn:

Gzx =
Z

2πk
j cos(ψ)

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)kρdkρ. (D.35)

Substituting f0 = vJz
TMkρ:

Gzx =
Z

2πk
j cos(ψ)

∫ ∞
0

vJz
TM J1(kρp)k2

ρdkρ. (D.36)

Note that G̃xz has the same form as G̃zx but with ITM replacing vJz
TM. So:

Gxz =
Z

2πk
j cos(ψ)

∫ ∞
0

iTM J1(kρp)k2
ρdkρ. (D.37)

D.4 Gzy & Gyz

Transforming the zy component of the spectral Green’s tensor back to the spatial

domain. The spectral component is given by:

G̃zy =
Z
k

vJz
TMkρ sinφ. (D.38)

Split spectral function in a part dependent on kρ and a part dependent on φ:

f0(kρ) = −vTMkρ, f1(φ) =
Z
k sin(φ). Now the spatial Green’s function is given

by:

Gzy =
1

4π2

∫ ∞
0

∞
∑

n=−∞ jne− jnψ f0(kρ)
∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφkρ Jn(kρp)dkρ. (D.39)
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Now perform the inverse Fourier transformation over φ:∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφ =

2πZ
k

(
δ(n− 1)

2 j
− δ(n + 1)

2 j

)
. (D.40)

The inverse transformation then becomes:

Gzy =
Z

2πk
−1
2

e jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J−1(kρp)kρdkρ (D.41)

− Z
2πk

1
2

e− jψ
∫ ∞

0
f0 J1(kρp)kρdkρ.

Using J−n = (−1)n Jn:

Gzy =
Z

2πk
j sin(ψ)

∫ ∞
0

f0 J1(kρp)kρdkρ. (D.42)

Substituting f0 = vJz
TMkρ:

Gzy =
Z

2πk
j sin(ψ)

∫ ∞
0

vJz
TM J1(kρp)k2

ρdkρ. (D.43)

Note that G̃yz has the same form as G̃zy but with ITM replacing vJz
TM. So:

Gyz =
Z

2πk
j sin(ψ)

∫ ∞
0

iTM J1(kρp)k2
ρdkρ. (D.44)

D.5 Gzz

Transforming the zz component of the spectral Green’s tensor back to the spatial

domain. The spectral component is given by:

G̃zz = −
Z2

k2 I Jz
TMk2

ρ +
Z
k

jδ(z− z′). (D.45)

Function is φ independent so : f0(kρ) = G̃zz and f1 = 1. now the spatial Green’s

function is given by:

Gzz =
1

4π2

∫ ∞
0

∞
∑

n=−∞ jne− jnψ f0(kρ)
∫ 2π

0
f1(φ)e jnφdφkρ Jn(kρp)dkρ. (D.46)

Now perform the inverse Fourier transformation over φ:∫ 2π

0
e jnφdφ = 2πδ(n). (D.47)

The inverse transformation then becomes:

Gzz =
1

2π

∫ ∞
0

f0 J0(kρp)kρdkρ (D.48)

(D.49)
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Substituting f0 = −Z2

k2 I Jz
TMk2

ρ +
Z
k jδ(z− z′):

Gzz =
−Z2

2πk2

∫ ∞
0

I Jz
TM J0(kρp)k3

ρdkρ (D.50)

+
jZ

2πk

∫ ∞
0
δ(z− z′)J0(kρp)kρdkρ.
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